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Tibetan Monks Visit Charlotte

O

Autumn Harvest
Jordan Parker
Cover artist Jordan Parker uses watercolors and acrylics to capture nature’s
beauty and bounty across the seasons,
from spring daffodils to fall leaves.
“Autumn is my favorite season; I get
inspired when I see the colors start to
change,” says Parker.
The cover image, Autumn Harvest,
was inspired by a still life from the
artist’s garden. “I had picked some
pumpkins, corn and grape leaves and
set it up as a table arrangement. It was
so beautiful that I just had to paint it,”
says Parker. “I put the painting up in my
home every fall now.”
At a very young age, Parker was
fascinated with horses and persistently
worked at drawing them until “they
eventually started to look like horses,”
she says. Parker continued her artistic
journey into adulthood, teaching herself
how to paint and experimenting with
techniques until she began to develop
her own colorful style.
Today, Parker’s prints and original
paintings can be found in private collections across the Pacific Northwest.
The artist’s work is also sold in Revolution Gallery, in Issaquah, Washington,
where Parker lives with her husband,
daughter, dog and two cats.
View the artist’s portfolio at FineArt
America.com/profiles/jordan-parker.
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n November 18th, the Tashi Kyil
Monks will lead meditation, teach
chanting and provide a dharma talk on
the Four Noble Truths for the Insight
Meditation Community of Charlotte at
Park Road Baptist Church.
At the age of 20, Venerable
Kalsang Gyatso, born in Tibet and
raised as a monk since the age of 13,
began the dangerous and arduous
hike to freedom across the Himalayan
Mountains. In 2001, he arrived at Tashi
Kyil Monestary in India, where he
began his studies of Tibetan Buddhist
philosophy. This year he is leading a
tour of six other Tibetan monks from
the refugee monastery in Dehra Dun,
India to the United States.
Since becoming monks in their
youth, one at the age of 4, they began
a life of dedication, becoming skilled in rituals, prayers, philosophy, the Six Perfections, poetry, debate, dance and mandala sand painting. They will be touring
to teach the Dharma, educate the public about the culture and religion of Tibet,
learn about other traditions and to raise funds for their monastery.
The monks will be in Charlotte for three days and will be available for blessing ceremonies, prayer offerings (pujas), meditation instructions, mo divinations
and sacred dances.
This event will take place on Nov 18 at 7pm at Park Road Baptist Church, 3900
Park Rd. Admission is free but donations are appreciated. Info: imccharlotte.org
or alwayskindness@icloud.com.

Pranic Intelligence 300-Hour
Yoga Teacher Training

H

armony Yoga will offer an advanced 300hour teacher training certification starting
Jan 22. The year-long course is for those who
have completed training at the 200 hour level.
This life-enriching program can be approached
as an opportunity to deepen one’s awareness for
personal growth or to teach with greater skill and
awareness. Upon graduation, participants will be
certified to register with the Yoga Alliance as an
RYT 500.
		
Moving beyond the basics of the 200hour course, Pranic Intelligence delves deep into
the therapeutic application of yoga to enhance
the body’s capacity to heal at a cellular and
AwakeningCharlotte.com

soul level. The course dovetails Ayurveda into all teachings so participants can
incorporate its potent benefits into their lives and into their teachings to best
support their students’ natural constitutions. Participants are trained to enhance
their intuition to better understand the human condition so they may work more
compassionately and effectively with the general population or those with special
conditions.
“This comprehensive course is designed to give students an opportunity
to be immersed in a particular facet of yoga each weekend and to explore and
experience it from the multiple angles. This thorough curriculum ensures that
students can embody the material to more easily understand and incorporate it as
a life practice and to deliver it in their teachings,” said Lisa Moore, an Ayurvedic
Health Counselor and E-RYT 500.
Info: HarmonyYogaNC.com or 704-277-3887.

The Hybrid Shop of the Carolinas
Now Open

S

ummerfield Tire & Service recently announced it has joined
The Hybrid Shop, a growing
international network of dealers
committed to providing expert
care for hybrid-electric vehicles,
to form The Hybrid Shop of the
Carolinas.
An underperforming hybrid battery can result in decreased fuel
economy and torque, leading to
significant battery replacement costs, amounting to as much as $4,000- $9,000.
The Hybrid Shop of the Carolinas offers hybrid battery pack conditioning, a green
service that restores up to 95% of the battery pack’s original power for about ½
the cost of a battery replacement. The ability to restore, as opposed to replace,
the batteries is a critical element in the environmental sustainability of these
services.
Furthermore, The Hybrid Shop of The Carolinas offers the optional State of
Health program that assesses the vehicle’s bigger picture, which is conducted
prior to battery pack conditioning to evaluate how different aspects of the car
are trending to deliver maximum results, reliability and cost-savings from hybrid
vehicle services.
“We provide the best hybrid vehicle training, education and technology
the world has to offer and we’re committed to making a difference in the lives
of consumers around the world, while helping to save the environment in the
process. There is great synergy here and we are excited to support The Hybrid
Shop of The Carolinas as they continue to grow and serve their customers,” said
Matt Curry, CEO of The Hybrid Shop.
The shop is located at 234A Cama St. next to Summerfield Tire & Service.
Info: TheHybridShop.com.

He is richest who is content with the least,
for content is the wealth of nature.
~Socrates
November 2015
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Daoist Meridian Yoga
Book Released

T

he Empower Life Center
in Charlotte is announcing
the release of Daoist Meridian
Yoga: Activating the Pathways for
Energy Balance and Healing written by Camilo Sanchez, L. Ac,
MOM. and published by Singing
Dragon. The book is a complete
instructional guide to the practice
of Daoist Meridian Yoga providing everything needed to develop
a practice.
It is fully illustrated with over 200 color photos and
includes detailed description of the 24 exercises that work
by lengthening and toning the specific muscle groups associated with the 12 main acupuncture energy meridians.
The book also explains how to spot signs of imbalance that
manifest as physical ailments, describes the pathway of
the main energy channels, provides meridian charts of the
primary acupuncture energy meridians and lists the main
benefits for each of the 24 exercises.

Nature’s Spa and
Wellness Celebrates
Renovation Reopening

N

The book can be ordered at EmpowerLifeCenter.com or Amazon.com. There is a book signing scheduled for early November.
For info on the book and signing contact The Empower Life
Center at 704-542-8088 or visit EmpowerLifeCenter.com.

ature’s Spa and Wellness is welcoming
new and existing friends
to their renovation reopening and are celebrating with half-off massages
and facials for the entire
month of November.
Tucked away on Carmel
Road between Ballantyne and South Park, Nature’s Spa is a
purveyor of decadent treats for the soul.
“As a family-owned, appointment-only spa our focus is on
perfecting every treatment using the finest ingredients. We also
staff a unique group of highly trained, natural-born healers. Our
charming boutique/spa offers a one-of-a-kind experience,” says
owner, licensed massage therapist and esthetician Corie Dulken.
Celebrations for the month of November include specials,
gifts with purchases, complimentary treats and services,
basket raffle, entry in the annual Free Massages for a Year
contest and unique services with new and familiar faces.
 	
Nature’s Spa and Wellness is located at 6311 Carmel Road.
Info/appts: 704-542-7306. Mention coupon when booking
to receive discount.

Taste of the Holidays at
Healthy Home Market

Nourish Mind-Body-Spirit
Wellness Fair Nov 7

H

ealthy Home Market will
introduce fresh ideas for
holiday menus using in-season
produce and local items at Taste
of the Holidays on Nov 7 from
1-4pm. There will be customary
fare for those who can’t resist the
classics and also new twists on old
favorites. Vegetarian, vegan and
traditional options will be available
so everyone can celebrate.
Beer and wine samples will be
available to find the perfect pairing for holiday dishes or
discover a new favorite to use at a soiree. Enjoy the relaxed
atmosphere and stroll through the aisles listening to live
music while gathering inspiration for holiday parties.
This event will be held at the Davidson and Plaza Midwood
locations. Price: $1 for a small sample plate, all proceeds
will benefit local charities. Info: HealthyHomeMkt.com.
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I

ntegra Wellness, a center
dedicated to being a
collaborative platform
for integrative, holistic
and functional medicine,
will host a day of health
solutions on Saturday,
November 7 from 10am4pm. Attendees will
have the opportunity to
connect with an array of
local health practitioners
to include primary care, chiropractic, neurology, nutrition,
psychiatry, occupational and speech therapy, audiology,
yoga and more.
Breakout lecture sessions will feature neurologist JeanRonel Corbier, MD on Brain and Body Restoration, Todd
Boyd, DC on The Root Cause of Disease and Ayurvedic
Health Counselor Lisa Moore, ERYT-500 on Ayurveda and
Yoga: Living in Harmony with Nature.
AwakeningCharlotte.com

Visitors to the sprawling new facility just south of Ballantyne in Indian Land can visit the diverse vendor marketplace,
enjoy delicious food from the Roots farm-to-fork food truck,
sample King of Pops natural popsicles and mingle/network
with other like-minded folks. There will be a drawing for a
90-minute consultation with Dr. Corbier, a pediatric and
adult neurologist, and holistic nutritionist Tracey Fox.
The main event of the day will be a health practitioner
question and answer session featuring a unique team of
providers consisting of medical doctors and holistic/alternative health practitioners that will answer audience questions
through the lens of their respective practices.
Cost: $10/adults. Childcare will be available. Integra Wellness is located at 1040 Edgewater Corporate Parkway in
Indian Land, SC 29707, behind Lowes off of HWY 521. Info:
(803) 548-7007 or IntegraWellnessCenter.com

Carolina Waterfowl
Rescue “Let’s Talk
Turkey” Fundraiser

B

ackyard Birds in
Matthews will host
a “Let’s Talk Turkey”
Thanksgiving-themed
fundraiser on November
15th for the local nonprofit Carolina Waterfowl
Rescue, an organization
that provides rescue and
rehabilitation for sick, injured and orphaned birds.
The event will feature a
turkey from the rescue
who is ready to tell visitors how terrific turkeys are. Bring
a household supply item (paper towels, laundry detergent,
trash bags, hand soap etc.) to donate to the rescue and enter
to win a prize.
“We love the mission of Carolina Waterfowl Rescue and
just want to help them be able to continue caring for our
local wildlife,” Backyard Birds owner Laurie Horne said.
“We know that every dollar counts and hope our regular
customers will be joined by some new friends in supporting
this amazing local nonprofit.”
Backyard Birds offers bird food and accessories such as
birdbaths and birdhouses, as well as locally-made honey,
nature-themed home décor items and gifts. The store will
donate 10 percent of each sale completed from 1 to 4 p.m.
that day.
Backyard Birds is located at 1819 Matthews Township Pkwy.
in the Matthews Festival Shopping Center. Info: TheBirdfoodStore.com or CWRescue.org.

Begin Your Journey Towards
Health & Wellness Naturally
Dr. Michael Smith
Dr. Dave Hamilton

Empowering you to better health
Call for a Complimentary Consultation

704-708-4404
www.CarolinasNaturalHealth.com
November 2015
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Having Gratitude Yields More
Happiness than Having Things

T

wo studies from Baylor University have
confirmed that materialism can lead to
feeling less satisfied with life, while a sense of
gratitude reverses some of the negative effects
of the pursuit of things.
The research, led by Professor James
Roberts, Ph.D., included questionnaires sent to
246 marketing students from another university, focusing on happiness and satisfaction with a 15-minute survey that included
a 15-point materialism scale. The study found that individuals that focused on
achieving material goals were less satisfied with their lives, less happy and had
lower self-esteem. Meanwhile, the study found that grateful students found more
meaning in their lives and felt a greater sense of satisfaction.
“Individuals high in gratitude showed less of a relationship between materialism
and its negative affect. Additionally, individuals high in materialism showed decreased
life satisfaction when either gratitude or positive affect was low,” note the researchers.

Move Freely and Release
Muscular Tension with Foam
Rolling Therapy

F

eeling tight, inflexible and low on energy? Releasing muscular triggerpoints
with a foam roller may be beneficial.
Foam rollers have been used in physical therapy settings for many years. Now
they are incorporated in yoga, pilates and general fitness classes to relax and stretch
stiff muscles and release tight spots. The foam roller can be used to prevent possible
issues and as a rehabilitation tool. Foam rollers with knobs and grooves are especially
geared toward releasing trigger points and muscular knots which can contribute to
pain, discomfort and reduced range of motion.
Dr. Moshe Feldenkrais is credited with being the first person to use foam rollers
in the 1950’s for therapeutic purposes - improving body alignment, reducing muscle
tightness, teaching body awareness, etc. The beauty of the foam roller is that it can
be used by almost everyone and it is lightweight, easy to use and inexpensive.
To obtain optimal results, tune out external distractions and be aware of internal
communication. The time spent doing self-massage with the foam roller should be
a mindful experience. Listen to the body’s instructions, it will direct where the roller
needs to be placed, the appropriate intensity level and how long to hold the position.
Using the foam roller in combination with breath awareness can enhance the outcome. A suggested breathing plan is to inhale slowly through the nose to a count of
four and then exhale slowly through the lips for a count of eight. Get centered and
take time as rushing through the rolling could yield less than ideal results.
Foam rolling is a wonderful way to improve mobility and release tension while
adding diversity to a standard exercise program. It should be done consistently to
avoid the return of adhesions that were previously broken up. A little bit done regularly is far more beneficial than a lot done infrequently. So relax and just roll with it.
Info: Gumbo The Store in Plaza Midwood, 1916 Commonwealth Ave, Charlotte, NC.
Hal Smith, Triggerpoint Certified, 704-999-6630 or OkraCharlotte.com.
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Formaldehyde Found
in GMO Soybeans

R

esearchers from the International Center for Integrative Systems, in Cambridge, Massachusetts, have
determined that genetically modified (GM/GMO) soybean plants accumulate the carcinogen formaldehyde.
The researchers utilized a scientific method called
CytoSolve to analyze 6,497 diverse laboratory studies
conducted by 184 scientific institutions in 23 countries
worldwide. The study data showed that GMO soybeans significantly accumulate
formaldehyde, a class-one carcinogen.
The research also found that genetic modification forces a depletion of glutathione among the plants, which weakens their immune system. This contrasts with
the proposals put forth by the GM industry that GMO soybean plants are stronger,
allowing them to endure environmental hardships better than non-GMO soybean
plants.
The research was led by V.A. Shiva Ayyadurai, Ph.D., a biologist trained at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and published in the peer-reviewed journal
Agricultural Sciences. “The results demand immediate testing, along with rigorous
scientific standards to assure such testing is objective and replicable. It’s unbelievable such standards for testing don’t already exist. The safety of our food supply
demands that science delivers such modern scientific standards for approval of
GMOs,” states Ayyadurai.
Former Environmental Protection Agency Senior Scientist Ray Seidler, Ph.D.,
comments about the study, “The discovery reported by Ayyadurai reveals a new
molecular paradigm associated with genetic engineering that will require research to
discover why the extent of formaldehyde and glutathione concentrations are altered,
and what other chemicals relevant to human and animal health are affected. We
need the kinds of standards Ayyadurai demands to conduct such research.”

Antidepressants in Pregnancy
Raises Risk of Hypertension in Kids

I

n a large study published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association, researchers from participating universities found mothers that take antidepressant drugs during
pregnancy face the risk of heart issues for their children.
The researchers tested 3,789,330 pregnant women
between 2000 and 2010. Of these, 128,950 took at least
one prescription for antidepressants during their pregnancy.
High blood pressure among children of mothers that didn’t
take antidepressants was about 21 percent. Children that
were exposed to selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
(SSRI) antidepressant drugs during pregnancy experienced
high blood pressure in 31.5 percent of the cases. Those that
were exposed to non-SSRI antidepressants experienced
high blood pressure 29 percent of the time.
This represents a 50 percent increased risk of hypertension for babies of mothers that take SSRIs during pregnancy and a 40 percent increased risk for children
exposed to non-SSRIs.
In their conclusion, the researchers note, “Evidence from publicly insured
pregnant women studied may be consistent with a potential increased risk of
persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn associated with maternal use of
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors in late pregnancy.”

November 2015
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globalbriefs
News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work together
in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all.

Sky Kings

Agricultural Drones May Boost Sustainability
Beginning November 15, farmers will
be able to implement flying drones to
perform important tasks in their fields.
That’s when changes in Federal Aviation
Administration regulations will loosen
many of the current restrictions on this
new technology.
Advocates believe the devices can
improve precision agriculture management that uses GPS and data collection to boost crop yields and profits while aiding
water conservation. For the first time, the drones will be operated legally during an
entire growing season, allowing companies to test their business models and technologies together. This boost in crop intelligence should make farms more efficient
and help smaller operations compete with well-funded big agribusiness conglomerates whose fields are typically rife with genetically modified (GMO) crops.
“This is the first year we’ll actually be able to see, by the time the growing season is over, the impact on the farmer and the impact of the quality of the
grapes,” says David Baeza, whose precision agriculture startup Vine Rangers uses
drones and ground robots to gather data on vineyard crops. “The biggest thing
to watch is what’s going to happen to giants like Monsanto. How you define this
market is changing, and the incumbents are in for a battle.”
Source: Fortune magazine

Recycling Revolution

Global Rise Bolsters Sustainability
On November 15, thousands of events in communities
nationwide will celebrate America Recycles Day (America
RecyclesDay.org). A program run by national nonprofit
Keep America Beautiful since 2006, the event is dedicated
to promoting recycling in the U.S. via special material
collection drives and educational activities.
Materials available to groups include advice on setting up collectibles stations
and customizable templates for promoting activities to increase recycling awareness,
commitment and local action. There’s plenty of room to grow: The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates that the amount of waste that the average citizen
composts or recycles has increased from 17 percent in 1990 to 33 percent today.
Some other countries have been conducting their own national programs
longer. For the 19th year, Australia will celebrate a weeklong National Recycling
Week (RecyclingWeek.PlanetArk.org) in November. More than 90 percent of
Aussies feel it’s the right thing to do.
Recycle Now (RecycleNow.com), England’s national program, supported and
funded by the government and implemented by 90 percent of municipalities, conducts its annual weeklong program in June. Organizers contend that six out of 10
citizens now describe themselves as committed recyclers, compared to fewer than
half when the campaign launched in 2004. Germany also celebrates recycling for
two days in June; many other countries do so in July.
12
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Monsanto Pushback
More Countries Ban
Toxic Roundup

Countries are gradually banning the
use of Monsanto Roundup herbicide
around the world as a danger to the
environment and human health, and
Bermuda is one of the latest to join
the ranks. These moves come soon
after a recently published metastudy
conducted by the World Health Organization International Agency for
Research on Cancer published in The
Lancet Oncology determined that
glyphosate, the main ingredient in
Roundup, is probably carcinogenic
to humans.
Colombia stopped using Roundup to kill illegal coca plants. France
banned the sale to homeowners, and
Germany is poised to do the same. A
group of 30,000 Argentine physicians
are calling for a ban there, where it’s
blamed for boosting birth defects and
cancer. Others, including the Brazilian federal prosecutor, are demanding that Roundup’s active ingredient,
glyphosate, be pulled off the shelves.
In the U.S., the Institute for
Responsible Technology (IRT) is assisting efforts in cities, counties and
school systems to enact immediate
bans of glyphosate-based sprays. IRT
is also calling for schools to measure
the amount of glyphosate residues
in school meals and to take steps to
eliminate them if found.
Source: EcoWatch
AwakeningCharlotte.com

Solving Hunger

France Tackles Food Waste with New Law
French supermarkets will be banned from throwing
away or destroying unsold food and must instead
donate it to charities or for animal feed under a law
set to crack down on food waste. Supermarkets will
also be barred from deliberately spoiling unsold
food so it cannot be eaten. Larger stores will have to
sign contracts with charities by July 2016 or face penalties. The law will also introduce an education program about food waste in schools and businesses, and follows
a measure enacted last February to remove best-before dates on fresh foods.
The Gars’pilleurs, an action group founded in Lyon, warns that simply obliging
supermarket giants to pass unsold food to charities could give a “false and dangerous idea of a magic solution” to food waste, failing to address the core issues of
overproduction in the food industry and wastage in food distribution chains.

Eco-CEO

Pay Tied to Sustainability

Researchers Nale Lehmann-Willenbrock and Joseph
A. Allen have written in the Journal of Applied
Psychology about their research into the effect of
group humor on workers by studying the behavioral
patterns of 54 real-world teams from two businesses.
Humor and laughter were examined and each
interaction was coded, based on recordings made at
meetings. Performance ratings were collected
immediately afterward and also several years later.
Results showed that levity can reduce body pain and stress and help with
relaxation. Cognitively, it bolsters creativity, memory and problem-solving ability. Humor reduces anxiety, elevates mood and increases self-esteem, hope,
optimism and energy. In terms of society, it attracts connections, promotes
bonding and altruism and leads to happier partnerships.
The researchers also found, “At the team level, humor patterns [but not humor
or laughter alone] positively related to team performance, both immediately and
two years later.” The positive aftereffects of humor on team performance include
question-asking, proposals of innovative ideas, new people speaking up and
kudos given for jobs well done or problems solved.

While sustainability is often categorized
as a long-term strategy to mitigate both
corporate reputational and financial
risk, a small but growing number of
companies are beginning to tie environmental goals to executive compensation. That means leaders of participating
firms now must weigh operational variables such as greenhouse gas emissions
against short-term financial outcomes.
In a report published by Sustainalytics and the sustainability nonprofit
Ceres, 24 percent of the 613 largest
publicly traded companies have now
tied sustainability to executive compensation, up from 15 percent in 2012.
“At the end of the day, people are
motivated by their pocketbooks,” says
Veena Ramani, Ceres senior director
of corporate programs. “I think investors have come to recognize that if you
want companies to take this stuff seriously, you’re going to have to link it to
people’s compensation.”
The shift is part of a broader push
to tie corporate social responsibility
areas such as environmental, social and
governance metrics, as well as labor
and local community impacts, to core
business models.

Source: mnn.com

Source: GreenBiz.com

Source: The Guardian

Smiley Faces

Shared Laughter Creates Happier Workers

November 2015
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Green Thanksgiving

A Soulful Celebration of Body, Mind and Spirit
Making the most of the original spirit and
intention of the season’s holiday of gratitude feeds mind, body and spirit. Consider
these happy and healthy choices.
Turkey: Free-range and organic
gobblers are less likely to carry diseases
and contain synthetic additives. Heritage
turkeys are raised outdoors, freely roam
pastures, are genetically diverse and
eat the varied diet that nature intended
(SustainableTable.org).
Spare a bird: Turkey alternatives include fun, seasonal staples such as vegetable lasagna, butternut ravioli and acorn squash filled with onions, beans and
dried fruits.
Beverages: Serving locally made apple cider, beer or wine supports local
farmers and businesses, plus avoids the carbon footprint that distant choices incur
in transport.
Festive preparations: Refrain from using Styrofoam, as it isn’t recyclable and
can emit chemicals when meeting up with hot turkey; use washable cloth napkins
instead of paper brands that go to the incinerator or landfill; and ask guests to
bring a container to take leftovers home to avoid food waste.
Get kids involved: Tinyurl.com/GreenThanksgivingTips suggests giving children
construction paper that can be made into decorations and recycled later. Baker’s
clay, a mixture of flour, salt and water, can also be molded into creative pieces.
Revive the traditional atmosphere: The first Thanksgiving was a communal
affair, so invite neighbors to join family members. Besides enhancing friendships,
their proximity reduces auto emissions by keeping them off the road or encouraging shorter trips.
Honor peace and brotherhood across all races and ethnicities by sharing
with guests the essence of the first successful summer harvest by pilgrims in
1621. According to Listening to America, by Stuart Berg Flexner, members of
the Native American Wampanoags were also invited to the celebration because
the tribe had taught them to plant native Indian corn, a key to recovery after
their first difficult winter. Perhaps read a passage from the Iroquois Thanksgiving
Prayer, encouraging us to “return to our mother, the Earth, which sustains us.”
Visit Tinyurl.com/IroquoisThanksgiving.

Invest Wisely

Support the Pivotal Paris
Climate Change Conference
As part of its Off + On initiative and
ongoing efforts to get governments
and businesses worldwide to address
climate change and switch to renewable energy sources, 350.org and
affiliated organizations will spearhead a number of events in the host
city and internationally surrounding
the 2015 United Nations Climate
Change Conference, in Paris, from
November 30 to December 11.
 	 Bill McKibben and May Boeve,
co-founders of 350.org, encourage everyone to particularly follow
November 28 and 29 events working
to influence summit participants and
spread news of their stance through
social media. Volunteers are encouraged to travel to Paris to help ask
all attending government officials,
politicians and business leaders to
pledge to work toward divesting state
and local government and university
pension and endowment funds of all
fossil fuel stock holdings.
 	 In addition, individual investors
are urged to direct their financial advisors to eliminate fossil fuel stock holdings and switch to alternative energy
companies. Graduates and college
students can promote a movement to
pressure their alma maters to similarly
shift investments. More than 300 institutions worldwide have already made
such commitments, including the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Norwegian
Soverign Wealth Fund, University of
Glascow, World Council of Churches,
the California Public University System
and Syracuse University.
For more information on how to
take action, donate and join in,
visit 350.org.
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HOLIDAY GIVING
Connecting local needs
with compassionate givers
By Lisa Moore

W

hen Erin Blackmore worked as
a Food Stamp Case Manager
for the Department of Social
Services, she witnessed the struggle of the
working poor who were just beyond the
income limit to receive government assistance but were trying so hard to make
life work. Many became discouraged
because they could never catch a break
and there didn’t seem to be any help in
the community that fit their demographic.
Blackmore realized that they were
in need of the power of hope because
she felt it encouraged people to keep
persevering and believing. Inspired, she
founded the non-profit HopeMatch in
2010 as a way to serve and strengthen
the working poor. The budding organization serves those who are unseen and
underserved with assistance to make a
lasting difference in their lives.
16
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HopeMatch started out providing
Christmas gifts for families in need
but has organically evolved to include
other events such as financial classes,
mini room makeovers and personal essentials giveaways. At the annual Swap
Shop, families can donate items they
don’t need anymore and come back the
next day to swap their items for things
they do need. The Back to School program matches specific kids’ lists with
donors who want to help.
“We believe families do not just
need help at Christmas time, but also
throughout the year. If we are able to
come alongside these families, we can
be part of helping them get out of their
situation,” Blackmore noted.
What sets HopeMatch apart from
other local charities is the degree of
personalization offered to recipients.

Blackmore says her group is not as
concerned about numbers as they are
about the individual.
“We do not have any invasive
questions that are asked of the families
we serve, we rely on the community
to let us know who is in need. Another
thing that is different is we try to keep
the donors as connected to where they
are giving as possible. Each donor
receives a real story of what the family
they are helping is going through. It’s
important to us for our donors to know
where their gifts are going and who is
directly impacted by their kindness.”
The Christmas program matches
local families in Mecklenburg, Union,
Cabarrus, Gaston, York and Lower
Iredell counties with people who want
to provide personalized Christmas gifts
and encouragement to their neighbor.
AwakeningCharlotte.com

Community members nominate someone they know that needs help during
the holidays. Nominations are carefully
screened by trained volunteers who
then contact recipients with the surprise
call that the entire family will be assisted during the holidays.

Part of the culture of
HopeMatch is giving back.
Families who received
help at Christmas are
invited to pay it forward
by attending HopeMatch’s
Give Back event to wrap
presents for the new families that will be helped the
next season.
Donors that wish to help can shop
for the family and receive a detailed
wish list and also have the opportunity
to receive a thank you card from the
family after the first of the year. Alternatively, people can also donate money
to sponsor a family and have volunteers
do the shopping. Each gift is wrapped,
labeled and delivered before Christmas.
Special scribe volunteers write personalized cards to each family encouraging hope into their situations. Many
times the recipients say these cards
mean just as much as the gifts.
One family said, “Gratitude...that is
the only word that comes to mind. We
are so incredibly thankful for you and
what you provided for our family for
Christmas. More importantly what you
said in the card...those are the words we
cling to during this difficult season!”
Part of the culture of HopeMatch
is giving back. Families who received
help at Christmas are invited to pay
it forward by attending HopeMatch’s
Give Back event to wrap presents for
the new families that will be helped
the next season. Many who have
received assistance from HopeMatch
come back and volunteer in other
capacities as well.
Last year, 123 families were gifted
a wonderful Christmas. Blackmore says

families are blown away that perfect
strangers would give so generously to
them and this is reflected in the thankyou cards HopeMatch receives.
“I write this thank you letter with
such a grateful heart. I was touched
beyond belief by the entire process. My
children each received amazing gifts
that were just what they wanted. And,
my husband and I haven’t received gifts
at Christmas in over a decade. I felt like
a child on Christmas morning! I think
the most special thing HopeMatch did
was show my family someone under-

stood and cared about us,” said one
thank-you note.
HopeMatch is currently accepting
nominations for families that may be
experiencing a temporary hardship like
an unexpected medical crisis, a job loss
or underemployment. Anyone in the
community can nominate someone, but
cannot nominate themselves. Sponsors that are interested in being part of
something bigger than the materialism
of the holiday season are encouraged to
participate. Volunteers are needed for
gift wrapping and other tasks.
HopeMatch also accepts other
types of donations outside of just Christmas sponsorships. Wrapping supplies,
toiletries, cleaning products, paper
products and gas gift cards to help with
deliveries are accepted at the office
between December 10-20.
“We consider it an honor to bless
people in our community who often do
not qualify for government assistance
but are trying the best they can to make
life work,” said Blackmore.
For more information: HopeMatch.org
or 704-271-4636.
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Natural Facial
Essentials
Few Skincare Product
Labels Tell the
Whole Story
by Linda Sechrist

A

t age 25, Paula Begoun, author
of The Original Beauty Bible
and other bestselling books on
skincare, makeup and hair care, read
her first
label on a skincare product she was
using. Although she’d tried many different products to control her acne
and eczema since age 11, she hadn’t
thought about the contents, which was
partially why she was distraught to
discover that acetone (nail polish remover) was the fourth ingredient listed.
That moment became the inspiration for Begoun’s lifetime devotion to
skincare research and education and
customer advocacy. Today, as founder
of the Seattle-based Paula’s Choice
Skincare, she continues to help women
understand when product claims are
misleading or factual.
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Buyer Be Aware

One of Begoun’s core conclusions is that
the terms organic and all natural are largely
responsible for fueling the misconception
that all synthetic ingredients in cosmetics
are automatically bad and that all organic
or natural ingredients are automatically
good. She further notes that many products labeled organic and natural include
synthetic chemicals, meaning that the term
organic doesn’t apply to the entire formula.
Fragrances are common synthetic ingredients, as is the triethanolamine that’s often
used to adjust the pH or as an emulsifying
agent to convert acid to a salt, or stearate,
as the base for a cleanser.
“There are no U.S. Food and Drug
Agency-approved standards for the organic labeling of skincare products sold in
salons and spas or over-the-counter. The
cosmetics industry hasn’t agreed on one
set of standards either. U.S. Department of

Agriculture certification is cost-prohibitive
for most small cosmetic companies that
use clean, certified organic ingredients, so
some uncertified organic products exist
and it’s wise to read labels,” explains Elina
Fedotova, founder of the nonprofit Association of Holistic Skin Care Practitioners.
She counsels that we Google any unfamiliar ingredient to learn if it’s toxic or safe.
Fedotova, a cosmetic chemist and
aesthetician who makes her professional
skincare line, Elina Organics, by hand
in a laboratory, compares the difference
between salon and commercial products
to fine dining versus fast food. “Salon
products are made in far smaller quantities than mass-produced brands and offer
higher concentrations of ingredients. They
are generally shipped directly to the salon
and have a higher turnover rate. Because
they don’t have to be stored for indeterminate periods or endure warehouse
temperatures, they are fresher and more
potent,” she says.
Although a facial can easily be
performed at home with salon or commercial products, Fedotova, who owns spas
in Chicago and Kalamazoo, Michigan,
recommends having a professional facial
every four to five weeks. Charlene Handel,
a certified holistic esthetician, holistic skin
care educator and owner of Skin Fitness
Etc., in Carlsbad, California, agrees.

Sequenced Steps

Handel chooses treatments that penetrate
and nourish the layer of skin below the
epidermis, the outermost layer, consisting
of mostly dead cells, with 100 percent
holistic (edible) products and freshly
brewed organic tea compresses. “Without a gentle exfoliation, the first step in
any effective facial, not even skincare
formulas with penetration enhancers, can
nourish the lower layer of live cells. One
key nourishment among others is vitamin
C, an antioxidant which brightens, protects against sun damage and promotes
collagen production,” advises Handel.
She explains that skin cells produced in the deepest layer gradually
push their way to the epidermis every
30 days and die. Dead cells can pile up
unevenly and give the skin’s surface a
dry, rough, dull appearance. As we age,
cell turnover time increases to 45 or 60
days, which is why gentle sloughing is
necessary. This can be done at home
three times a week with a honey mask.
AwakeningCharlotte.com

Another form of exfoliation performed
in a salon uses a diamond- tipped, crystalfree microdermabrasion machine to gently
buff away the surface layer of skin.
An additional option is a light glycolic acid and beta hydroxy acid treatment.
This can be purchased over the counter or
prepared at home using organic papaya
(glycolic) and pineapple (beta hydroxyl)
for more even skin tone. These treatments,
sometimes referred to as acid peels, can
be applied to the face for no more than 10
to 15 minutes, typically every two to four

weeks or every few months.
Treatment serums, moisturizing lotions and eye and neck creams are all elements of a complete facial. The simplest
sequence of application is layering from
the lightest to heaviest—eye cream, serum
and moisturizer. Give them a minute
or two to absorb. No facial is complete
without a sunscreen with zinc oxide or
titanium dioxide, applied last.
Linda Sechrist is a Natural Awakenings
senior staff writer.

DIY Facial Treats
Elina DIY Facial

Follow with organic toner per skin type.

Dry complexion: Cleanse the skin with
a mix of baking soda and coconut oil.
Gently scrub on and rinse off.
Oily complexion: Cleanse the
skin using a mixture of yogurt and
baking soda. Gently scrub on and
rinse off.
 	 Refresh the skin after cleansing
with distilled rose water or herbal tea,
adding in a few drops each of lemon
juice and a favorite essential oil. For
dry skin, choose chamomile tea; for
oily skin, go with burdock root tea and
juniper berry essential oil.
 	 Exfoliate the skin with a gentle,
healthy alternative to chemical peels
by massaging with organic papaya;
its enzymes help dissolve dead cells.
It also infuses skin with beta carotene
and other beauty nutrients.
 	 After rinsing skin, apply a mashed
banana mask, which benefits all complexions by nourishing and moisturizing the skin. It’s also high in antiinflammatory vitamin B6.
Remove the banana with a wet
wash cloth, and then apply a favorite
moisturizer. Dry skin does well with
coconut oil. For very dry skin, use
shea butter or sesame oil.
Use a zinc oxide-based natural
sunblock, especially after a facial,
because the skin is more sensitive to
ultraviolet rays after exfoliation. Eating
foods rich in antioxidants helps prevent sun damage.

Source: Courtesy of Charlene Handel

Source: Courtesy of Elina Fedotova

Fruit Smoothie Mask
Prep time: 15 minutes
Increase sun protection with this
antioxidant- and resveratrol-rich
soothing smoothie mask. Use fresh,
organic ingredients.
6 medium strawberries
12 red grapes
½ banana
1 Tbsp honey
Combine first three ingredients in a
standard or bullet blender until mixture
becomes creamy. Remove and put in a
bowl. Gently fold honey into mixture.
Cleanse face.
Apply mask to skin, preferably with
a fan brush, and lightly massage with
fingertips for two minutes. Allow to sit
on skin for 20 minutes.
Remove mask with warm water.
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Sharing Our Bounty
Food Drives Need Healthy Donations
by Avery Mack

W

hat’s on the table can help
lower risks of stroke, heart attack, cancer and diabetes, according to the American Heart Association. Not all families are able to afford
the healthiest foods, but fatty, high-sugar
options can be avoided. The mostneeded donations are nonperishable and
high in protein, but low in sodium, sugar
and fats.
Give the best, most affordable
products, according to these tips and
the food drive’s guidelines. Organic and
non-GMO (genetically modified) foods
are welcome. Note that not all pantries
can store fresh produce, glass containers or personal hygiene items.
“Pantries rely on informed community support,” explains Jim Byrnes, director of Pennsylvania’s Nazareth Area
Food Bank. “Area churches, schools
and businesses keep us supplied. We’ll
help 300 families this year, compared
to 100 in 2006, balancing nutrition
with practical needs.”
California’s San Diego Food Bank
feeds better choices to 370,000 people
each month, including military families,
seniors and children. Such community
efforts change lives.
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Meat: Tinned tuna, chicken and
salmon store easily for use in salads or
casseroles, on a sandwich and in whole
wheat pasta, brown rice or low-fat stir
fries. Avoid the bisphenol-A (BPA) associated with cans and plastic containers.
Instead choose BPA-free pouch packaging
and cans with BPA-free liners (see Tinyurl.
com/BPAFreeCannedFood).
Soup and Stew: Containing meat
and veggies, soups and stews provide
filling, hearty comfort foods.
Vegetables: Yams and whole-berry
cranberry sauce turn dinner into a
holiday feast. Add color to the plate
with mixed veggies. Lentils, pinto,
black and kidney beans in stew, chili or
salad provide fiber, calcium, zinc and
iron. Spices add zing. Tomatoes, sauce
and salsa add flavor; choose glass jar
products only in order to be BPA-free,
due to the acidic effect on cans.
Pasta, Rice and Grain: In Kansas
City, Missouri, Katie Thomas, owner
of Crazy Daisy Cleaning, regularly
organizes food drives. She says, “Pasta
and sauce make a variety of dishes and
extend the number of meals.” Whole
grain pasta, brown or wild rice, quinoa
and couscous are better choices than

white pasta. Bulgur provides nearly 75
percent of a day’s fiber requirement
when added to soup or salad.
Cereal: Steel-cut or rolled oats,
farina (Cream of Wheat) and grits are
low-calorie and nutritious options for a
warm start to the day. All can be found
as organic; farina in whole wheat or
white wheat that is certified kosher.
Cold cereals should list whole grains as
the first ingredient and be high in fiber
and low in sugar, like organic Oat O’s.
Snacks: Unsalted nuts, full of
fiber, protein and vitamins, are highly
prized at food pantries. Packed in juice,
fruit cups make a healthy treat. Dried
fruit and sunflower seeds are another
favorite. Low-salt, low-sugar peanut or
sunflower butter packs protein. Honey
is a healthy sweetener.
Collecting Party: “A group of us
collected and donated 600 pounds
of food for babies, pets and adults to
Extended Hands Food Bank,” says Dee
Power, in Fountain Hills, Arizona. For
babies, include food without added
sugar or salt and single-grain cereal.
Alternative Giving: Especially
popular during the December holidays,
the Los Angeles Regional Food Bank
offers prepacked bags to grocery store
patrons, paid for at checkout. Customers can see what’s included and the
food bank picks them up. (Tip: Cash donations allow lower cost bulk purchases
with no need to transport or sort items.)
Non-Food: Make sure the food
pantry has storage space before donating wet or dry food for cats and dogs
and birdseed; baby wipes, shampoo
and soap; and adult soap, deodorant,
shaving supplies, toothpaste, shampoo
and toilet paper. “A $5,000 grant gave
us added storage space,” says Byrnes.
The bottom line is what food pantries need is much the same as what’s
found in any healthy home pantry—comestibles rich in flavor, vitamins and
fiber and free of unhealthy additives.
Please be generous year-round, sharing
well beyond the holidays.
Connect with the freelance writer via
AveryMack@mindspring.com.
AwakeningCharlotte.com
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Grateful for
EVERYTHING
Create an Attitude of
Gratitude All Day Long
by Mary Lynn Ziemer

T

he secret to happiness and finding the enduring joy we all seek
is Thanksgiving—the simple act
of continually giving thanks. To realize wonderful positive outcomes, up
to and including seeming miracles,
do one thing: Show gratitude all day
long. Seeing everything in a new light,
through a refreshing prism of love and
appreciation, imparts a deep inner well
of peace, calm and joy, making us feel
more alive.
We can feel that way every day,
in every aspect of life, awaking each
morning excited to create the day
ahead and enthusiastic about each
moment and then falling asleep at
night embracing a profound feeling of
gratitude for all the good we know and
have. Happiness is contagious and becomes an upward spiral of joy naturally
shared with others.
Start today by launching a daily
gratitude journal. This single action,
the simplest and quickest way to get
results, will foster a habit geared to
change everything forever. It fills up
our love tank, sparks success and
benefits everyone. To embrace better
relationships, health, clarity, life and
tangible and intangible wealth:
n Set a daily time for journal writing.
n Pick a handful of things that prompt
gratitude that day. Perhaps begin with
people that support you in some way.
Everything counts, from expressions of
beauty to basic conveniences. Eventually the daily list will grow, generating the
joy of gratitude at ever-higher levels.
n It’s important to write with love and
joy, because such feelings create your

world. Even if something’s a work in
progress, like encouraging steps in a
relationship, focus on what makes you
feel good and want more of and you’ll
start seeing more evidence of them.
n Elaborate in detail about a particular
thing that earns extra gratitude. This carries more benefits from intense feelings
than creating a list. When we see how
blessed we are with what we already
have, it creates more of what we are
grateful for, generating an endless cycle
of gratitude.
n Take notice of the surprises and little
miracles that occur, and be sure to
make note of them to evoke an even
stronger level of awe and gratitude.
Robert Emmons, Ph.D., of the
University of California-Davis, a leading authority in researching the science
of gratitude and its impact on wellbeing, instructs his study participants,
“Be aware of your feelings and how
you ‘relish’ and ‘savor’ this gift in
your imagination. Take the time to be
especially aware of the depth of your
gratitude.” In other words, don’t hurry
through this exercise like a to-do list.
An all-day-long attitude of gratitude ramps up our awareness of life’s
pleasures. It takes an already good life
to a whole new zone of zest.
Mary Lynn Ziemer is a master of
Advanced Life Concepts, certified
life and business coach, motivational
speaker and author, with more than
30 years as an entrepreneur and
corporate executive at two Fortune
100 companies. Connect at
LivingAJoyfulLifeNow.com.
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Choose Lasting Wealth

“Imagine an economy in which life is valued more than
money and power resides with ordinary people that care
about one another, their community and their natural
environment,” says David Korten, Ph.D., the co-founder of
Positive Futures Network and author of Change the Story,
Change the Future: A Living Economy for a Living Earth.
“When we choose real wealth,” says Korten, of Bainbridge Island, Washington, “we can have exciting hobbies
and adventures; work that challenges and stimulates us; and
spiritual connection with a universe that’s infinitely larger
than a stock portfolio. Instead of more stuff in our alreadystuffed lives, we can have fewer things, but better things of
higher quality—fewer visits to the doctor and more visits to
museums and friends’ houses.”

Step One: Taking Inventory of Our Stuff

Suze Orman, owner of the Suze Orman Financial Group,
in Emeryville, California, and the bestselling author of The
Courage to Be Rich: Creating a Life of Material and Spiritual
Abundance, ponders whether having stuff is worth it and
suggests we take an inventory
of what we own. “Think about
the value of each object—what
it cost you when you bought
it, what it’s worth in dollars
today, and what it’s worth in an
Earthly, material representation
of who you are now,” she says.
Orman suggests that we go through every closet and
cupboard and recycle or throw away items that no longer
serve us well, and then reconnect with items we cannot part
with, such as family mementos. “Think of these items so
precious to you and how little, in fact, they cost you,” she
says. In this way we define for ourselves the true meaning of
worth, and it’s never about the stuff. Once we have a handle
on what we own, it’s time to turn to what we want and how
we can get there.

TRUE
WEALTH
Living a Life We Love is Real Affluence
by Judith Fertig

T

raditional economics has us thinking in opposites—in
terms of assets and liabilities. We consider the value of
the material things we’ve accumulated: We add up our
assets, which may include stocks, bonds, real estate, bank accounts and retirement savings. Then we subtract what we owe:
Our liabilities may include a home mortgage, credit card debt,
insurance premiums and student and vehicle loans. The balance is deemed our net worth. Figured this way, our net worth
changes every minute and can sometimes shift dramatically.
There is a better way to assess our wealth, because we
are overlooking, dismissing or squandering valuable resources and benefits such as time, personal health, spiritual
well-being, social connections or community in order to buy
temporal things that will only depreciate over time.
Golden, Colorado, author David Wann explores this
theme in his book Simple Prosperity: Finding Real Wealth
in a Sustainable Lifestyle. He remarks, “The U.S. may be on
top when it comes to spending, but we also lead the world
in debt per capita, children in poverty, percent of people
in prison, obesity and infant mortality.” In fact, the U.S. has
recently been ranked 42nd among countries in longevity—
right below Guam and just above Albania.
“So where is all the spending really getting us?” he asks.
“We need to be getting more value out of each dollar, each
hour, each spoonful of food, each square foot of house and
each gallon of gas. The secret of success at the local, national
and global scale is not really a secret; it’s in plain sight, and
it’s called moderation.”
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Step Two: Re-Evaluating Life Goals

Just as we would do a personal financial assessment before
we make plans to achieve financial goals, a life audit helps
us determine our priorities for living happily and productively. Ximena Vengoechea, a design researcher for Twitter,
Inc., in San Francisco, recently did this using 100
sticky notes during one dedicated afternoon. She
wrote a single wish, one thing she’d like to do,
on each note.
During this “spring
cleaning for the soul,” as How we spend
she calls it, Vengoechea our days is, of
reaffirmed her thirst for
learning and adventure. course, how we
Taking it a step further,
spend our lives.
she analyzed how she
spent her time and how ~Annie Dillard
often she saw the people
most important to her,
AwakeningCharlotte.com

mapping the data as pie charts. She discovered that
most of her time was spent in work-related activities
and not enough in adventure or seeing the people
she loved. Drawing it up in the visual medium of
charts helped her identify her life goals and see the
changes she needed to make. Doubtless, we can all
find better ways to utilize our assets.

local communities with a research-based model for
prosperity. In socially abundant communities and nations, individuals don’t have to earn as much money
to be comfortable, because their quality of life is
partly provided by the strength of social bonds.

Heeding the Call to Change

Finding and doing what “lights us up” will bring us
abundance, claims David Howitt in Heed Your Call.
Arianna Huffington, of New York City, founder of The
The Portland, Oregon, Meriwether Group entrepreneur
Huffington Post, knows firsthand about having so many
who consults for consumer companies, maintains that
demands on our time that days feel rushed, which can
finding our heroic purpose (that heart-centered thing
increase our stress and negatively impact our producwe feel we were meant to do) is the first step toward
tivity. She says, “On the flip side, the feeling of
true wealth. Howitt says the secret is in one
having enough time, or even surplus time, is
Finding and doing small word—and. Instead of choosing either/
called ‘time affluence’. Although it may be hard
or, our world expands with “and”. He urges us
what “lights us
to believe, it’s actually possible to achieve.”
to integrate the intuitive and analytic parts of
Huffington recommends simple steps like getup” will bring
ourselves: “poet and professional, prophet and
ting enough sleep and putting time limits on
profit, soul and success.”
us abundance.
work and online activities.
It’s not just about philanthropy, but truly
Belinda Munoz, a social change activist in
making your community and your world a
~David Howitt
San Francisco who blogs at TheHalfwayPoint.net,
better place through your work, he observes.
observes, “Time is neutral. We either use it wisely or waste
“You’re doing good in the world, and when you live that way,
it, so the onus is on us to make it an asset.” Munoz can both
money follows you.”
let go of stress and be more productive when she blocks out
day parts. “When I focus, I shut out interruptions, stop feeling Judith Fertig blogs about living well at AlfrescoFoodAnd
rushed and get my work done with ease,” she says.
Lifestyle.blogspot.com from Overland Park, KS.

Our Time

Our Health

One high-impact way to support personal health is to value
food more, maintains Wann. “We need to spend more of our
household budget for food, not less,” he says. “By rearranging
both our household and national expenditures, we should give
a higher priority to fresh, healthy food and a lower priority to
electronic gadgets, shopping, cars, lawns and even vacations.
Our overall expenses don’t have to go up, they just need to
be realigned with our changing values. By choosing higher
quality food and supporting better ways of growing it, we also
begin to reshape the American culture,” he says.

Our Community

The community, rather than the stock market, is the better
source of real wealth—both personal and global—maintains
Korten. “Your community economy is part of the glue that
binds people together. It’s the key to physical and mental
health and happiness.” Giving less control over our financial
well-being to Wall Street and more to Main Street will help
us think in terms of livelihoods, instead of mere jobs. For
Korten, this equates to not only how we make money to live,
but also how we live—valuing our homes, communities and
natural environment.
Priceless social capital comes from investing our time
and money in local communities. Korten observes how,
when freely and wisely spent, these efforts can lower crime
rates, make schools more productive and help economies
function better. Korten cites Oakland, California’s Well-Being
in Business Lab, which works with the Greater Good Science
Center at the University of California, Berkeley, to provide
November 2015
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What’s Your
Child’s
EQ?
Six Ways to Raise
Emotional Intelligence
by Teal Swan

M

uch of our identity is shaped in
childhood by key events and
the emotions and perspectives
we associate with them.

All Emotions Count

Emotional intelligence, sometimes
referred to as EQ, is often overlooked as
a skill set in today’s world. The recent
animated film Inside Out calls attention
to effective ways of addressing a child’s
journey by embracing and better understanding their emotions; particularly
those that don’t feel positive.
A recent study by the London
School of Economics Centre for Economic Performance found that a child’s
emotional health is far more important in determining future happiness
than factors such as academic success
or wealth. Parents can help ensure a
healthy emotional upbringing by avoiding making three mistakes.
Disapproval of a child’s emotions: This involves being critical of a
child’s displays of negative emotion and
reprimanding or punishing the child for
expressing them.
Dismissing a child’s emotions:
This comes across as regarding a
child’s emotions as unimportant, either
through ignoring their emotions, or
worse, trivializing them.
Offering little relevant guidance:
While parents may empathize, they
don’t set limits on behavior or assist
24
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each child in understanding and coping
with their emotions.

Recipe for a High EQ

Parents can successfully form deeper connections with their kids by recognizing,
respecting and acknowledging their emotional range, rather than telling kids they
should feel a certain way. Telling someone how they should or shouldn’t feel
only teaches them to distrust themselves
and that there’s something wrong with
them. As a communication aid, Inside
Out may speak best to older children,
because younger viewers may get the
erroneous impression that emotions can
control them, rather than that they can
control their own emotional reactions.
The recipe for healthy bonding and
emotional development is for all parties
to model how they value the importance
of each other’s feelings and respectfully
listen for the feelings behind the words.
In opening ourselves to being understood, we open ourselves to understanding others. Good parenting involves emotion. Good relationships involve emotion.
The bottom line is that emotions matter.
We all struggle with negative emotions from time to time, and the way
we address and deal with them influences our emotional health. The goal
is to develop a trustworthy emotional
connection with the other person that
is important to us, which enhances
intimacy and the effectiveness of the
AwakeningCharlotte.com

relationship in accomplishing good.
Using this six-part process of helpful
concrete steps applies equally to the
children and adults in our lives.
n Become aware of the other person’s
emotions.
n Care about the other person by seeing
their emotions as valid and important.
n Listen empathetically to better understand the way they feel, allowing them
to feel safe to be vulnerable without
fear of judgment. Seek to understand,
rather than to agree or redirect.
n Acknowledge and validate their feelings. We don’t need to validate that the
thoughts they have about their emotions are correct; instead, simply let
them know that it’s valid to feel the way
that they do. For example, if a friend
says, “I feel useless,” we could validate
them by saying, “I can see how you
might feel that way.”
n Allow the person to experience their
emotions fully before moving toward any
kind of improvement. We cannot impose
our idea of when they should be ready
or able to feel differently. This is when
we practice unconditional presence
and unconditional love. We are there
as support, without trying to fix them or
anything else. Don’t be offended if they
don’t accept support that’s offered at this
time. A benevolent power is inherent in
offering love that exists regardless of what
someone does or does not do with it.
n Help the other person to strategize
ways to manage the reactions they
might be having to their emotions
after—and only after—their feelings
have been validated, acknowledged
and fully felt. This is when we can assert new ways of looking at a situation
that may improve the way another
person is feeling. This is when advice
may be offered.
When done successfully, this process can transform a conflict encountered in a relationship into solid gold.
Teal Swan is the author of Shadows
Before Dawn: Finding the Light of SelfLove Through Your Darkest Times, on
how healing hidden wounds reveals
our authentic selves (TealSwan.com).
Inside Out will be released next month
on DVD.

Health is the greatest gift, contentment the
greatest wealth, faithfulness the best relationship.
				~Buddha

DEPRESSED?

Anxiety/Depression
Digestive Disorders
Hormonal Imbalances
High Cholesterol
218 E Tremont Ave, Ste B
Charlotte, NC 28203

704.414.0380

www.DrMinette.com
ANXIOUS?
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Barre Your Way
to Better Fitness

Ballet-Inspired Workouts Create
Long and Lean Muscles
by Lynda Bassett

I

magine having a ballerina’s physique,
grace, strength and flexibility. That’s
the potential of barre.
“Barre is a combination of ballet,
yoga and Pilates principles. We use
small, isometric movements to temporarily fatigue muscles and make them
long and lean. The so-called fatigue
is what causes muscles to shake, and
therefore, change,” explains Nadia
Yokarini-Kotsonis, a certified barre
instructor at Physique Fitness Studio, in
Grove City, Ohio. Students use a ballet
barre to support themselves while doing
the exercises.
Yokarini-Kotsonis is among many
former dancers that have embraced
barre fitness. Trained in ballet, tap,
contemporary and traditional dance in
Athens, Greece, she discovered barre
when she moved to the U.S. “I fell in
love with how challenging it was and
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the effects and changes I saw in my
body. I got certified a year later and have
been teaching ever since. I’m still in love
with practicing it, no matter how tired I
might be beforehand,” she says.
Rather than a cardiovascular regimen, “Barre is good for developing
core strength. You gain overall flexibility, muscle strength, improved posture
and range of motion,” says Lisa Juliet,
West Coast regional director of the
teacher certification program (Barre
Certification.com).

Not Just for Dancers

While barre has had some U.S. presence since the 1950s, “It’s having a resurgence now,” says Charlene Causey,
a certified natural health professional
and ballet body barre instructor in
Pueblo, Colorado.
Newfound interest began on both
AwakeningCharlotte.com

coasts and is quickly becoming a Midwest mainstay, according to YokariniKotsonis, who says it’s one of the most
popular classes she teaches, and other
studios are following suit. She remarks,
“Everyone wants to offer barre, and
everyone wants to come to a class and
see what it’s about.”
“Seniors love it because barre
helps improve their balance. It’s also
perfect for people working to overcome injuries,” says Juliet. She notes
that while women are predominant in
classes, the tide is turning a bit toward
more gender equity. “Men that enter
classes as skeptical come out sweating.” One recently earned his barre
teaching certificate.

Benefits of Barre

“What makes this workout brilliant is
that the classes are designed to fit the
goals and ability levels of all participants. Each set of exercises provides
options ranging from the beginner to
the more advanced barre enthusiast.
Effective, yet safe, low-impact techniques provide ongoing challenges,”
says Causey.
Those that regularly practice realize many positive effects. “Your body
becomes long and lean, similar to a
ballet dancer’s. You learn to stand tall

and become stronger with each class,”
says Yokarini-Kotsonis. However, don’t
expect it to be easy. “Even when you do
it every day, you’ll still find it extremely
challenging,” she adds.
Most teachers individualize
modifications for beginners. “I tell my
students to do what they can. There’s no
judgment here,” says Causey.
Many yoga teachers offer barre
classes as a beneficial complement
to other sports and activities such as
running. “It supplements your other
endeavors,” notes Causey. Today’s barre
classes feature bare feet and typical
workout wear, specialized equipment
and props, contemporary music and of
course, the ballet barre. The whole experience is highly positive and upbeat,
says Causey.
Most fitness experts would agree
that it’s good to add variety to workouts,
and trying something new adds spice
to the mix. Plus, for those that keep at
it, says Yokarini-Kotsonis, “Barre can be
the fastest results-oriented program you
can undergo. Expect to see a change
in your body in a month if you attend
three to four classes a week.”
Lynda Bassett is a freelance writer near
Boston, MA. Connect at LyndaBassett@
gmail.com.

Gratitude is the
sign of noble souls.
~Aesop
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Dangers
in the
Cosmetic Bag

Choose Safe and Healthy
Natural Beauty Aids
by Kathleen Barnes

W

e all want to look and feel
beautiful, often enhancing
our best features with assistance from cosmetics. Yet many of us
may not be aware of the toxic ingredients contained in products we’re using.
“When the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act was passed 77 years ago,
it contained 112 pages of standards for
food and drugs, and only one page for
cosmetics,” says Connie Engel, Ph.D.,
science and education manager at the
Breast Cancer Fund and its Campaign
for Safe Cosmetics, in San Francisco.
While most cosmetic ingredients
must be listed on product labels, sometimes their names are hard to recognize, many are toxic and some of the
most dangerous ones may not even be
listed. Labeled toxins commonly found
in cosmetics include endocrine disruptors that can affect our developmental,
reproductive, neurological and immune
systems. Here are just a few:
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), also
known as Teflon, is found in foundation,
pressed powder, loose powder, bronzer,
blush, eye shadow and mascara. It
can even enhance the toxicity of other
chemicals, according to Danish research
published in the International Journal of
Andrology, and due to its fluorine base,
can disrupt iodine absorption, contributing to breast disease including cancer.
Butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA)
and its cousin, hydroxytoluene (BHT),
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are common preservatives found in lip
products, liquid makeup and moisturizers that the European Commission on
Endocrine Disruption cites as interfering with hormone function. They’ve
also been shown to cause kidney damage, according to research from Spain’s
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid.
Formaldehyde in many forms,
including quaternium-15, coal tar, benzene and mineral oils that are prohibited
in the European Union and Japan, are
classified as carcinogens by the International Agency for Research on Cancer.
These examples represent the tip
of the iceberg of toxic chemicals of
concern commonly used in cosmetics.
They further range from allergens and
substances that cause non-cancerous
and cancerous tumors and organ toxicity to developmental and reproductive
impairment, miscarriage and bioaccumulation leading to toxic overload
when not excreted.
Fragrances don’t have to be included in label ingredient lists, constituting
another major concern, explains Engel.
“Most cosmetics, even eye shadow,
contain fragrance, and those fragrances
can contain several dozen unlabeled
ingredients, including hormone-disrupting phthalates.”
The European Union is the authoritative source on all of these issues.
Based on its CosIng (cosmetic ingredients) database accessed via ec.europa.
AwakeningCharlotte.com

eu/consumers/cosmetics/cosing, it has
banned scores of toxic chemicals from
makeup sold in EU countries.

Safe and Healthy
Alternatives
Fortunately, safe alternatives are available to enhance our natural beauty.
“Become an educated consumer and
read the list of ingredients,” advises Janice Cox, the Medford, Oregon, author
of Natural Beauty at Home. “Fewer
ingredients and organic components
mean safer products.”
Better yet, we can make our own
more natural beauty aids. “One advantage of making your own is that you’re
in control. You know yourself and your
skin and sensitivities,” says Cox. DIY
products are easy if intense color isn’t a
requirement. “The color many people
want is hard to produce with kitchen ingredients,” Cox explains. “You can make
clear mascara and eyebrow tamer with
castor oil. It’s easy to make lip balms and
maybe get a little color by adding berry
juice or beet root powder.”
For those that want the look of highquality makeup without toxins, other
good alternatives come into play, says
Hollywood makeup artist Lina Hanson,
author of Eco-Beautiful. “I had been
working in the industry for several years
before I discovered the toxic ingredients
in makeup; I was shocked,” she says.
Equally unsettling, “I also learned that
many of the ingredients allowed in the
U.S. are banned in the European Union
because of their toxicity.”
That knowledge launched Hanson’s quest to create safe, organic,
beauty-enhancing products for women,
celebrities and everyday people alike.
“So many people these days pay close
attention to what they put in their bodies, but not everyone is as careful about
what they put on their bodies,” she
says. “I want people to understand that
you don’t have to sacrifice beauty in
going green.”
Hanson warns against so-called
“natural” cosmetics that abuse the term
and may include harmful preservatives
and synthetic ingredients. She assures,
“Any product labeled ‘USDA certified
organic’ contains 100 percent organic
ingredients.” Her book mentions
numerous brands she recommends.

Beauty Bonus Tip
Healthy, moisturized skin is essential
to natural beauty, many experts agree,
noting that younger women need to
unclog pores to prevent acne. They
don’t need much moisturizing, but
skin generally becomes drier with
age, making good moisturizers important. Cox recommends jojoba oil
to effect glowing skin. Hanson likes
coconut oil, although she recommends rubbing it in, removing makeup and then taking it off with a hot,
wet towel.
The Campaign for Safe Cosmetics (SafeCosmetics.org) has created a
helpful app for iPhone and Android
users at ThinkDirtyApp.com. Simply
download it and scan a store item’s
barcode to immediately access information on the product’s toxic ingredients, along with recommendations for
healthier alternatives.
Kathleen Barnes is the author of many
natural health books, including Food
Is Medicine. Connect at Kathleen
Barnes.com.

Toxic Ingredients
to Avoid
n Benzophenone
n Butylated compounds, including
BHA, BHT
n Carbon black
n Ethanolamine compounds including
DEA, MEA, TEA
n Formaldehyde-releasing preservatives
(quaternium-15, imidazolidinyl urea)
n Heavy metals, including lead (may
not be labeled)
n Phthalates
n PTFE (Teflon)
n Silica
n Talc
n Titanium dioxide
n Triclosan
Source: Campaign for Safe Cosmetics

Nature is often hidden,
DIY Island
Lip Gloss

sometimes overcome,
seldom extinguished.
~Francis Bacon

1 tsp grated beeswax
1 tsp grated cocoa butter
1 tsp coconut oil
1 tsp macadamia or other nut oil
1 tsp light sesame oil
1
/8 tsp vitamin E oil
Choose organic ingredients when
possible. Melt ingredients together in
a double boiler or microwave. Add
a pinch of beetroot power for color.
Stir well until all are mixed. Store in
a small, clean container.
Recipe courtesy of Janice Cox,
EcoBeauty
November 2015
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Teamwork from
the team that works!

wisewords

Kristen Bell on
Planet-Friendly Living
Eco-Activist Actress Takes Steps
that Make a Difference
by Gerry Strauss

Our diligence, honesty and
negotiating skills are some of the
many reasons we are successful!
We listen to your needs!
We love to educate our clients
and be the “go to” source for all
things Charlotte and real estate.

Serving North Carolina
and South Carolina

Cara Bailey & Elise Venturo

704-287-6522 & 704-651-9188
Cara.Bailey@BHHSCarolinas.com
Elise.Venturo@BHHSCarolinas.com

LIKE us on Facebook!
facebook.com/TeamCaraElise
CaraBailey.BHHSCarolinas.com
EliseVenturo.BHHSCarolinas.com

F

rom Veronica Mars
to Forgetting Sarah
Marshall, her face is
unmistakable. Thanks to
the worldwide popularity of Frozen, her voice
is now unforgettable, as
well. Kristen Bell, though,
believes the greatest contribution she can make
is embodying an ecofriendly lifestyle together
with her husband, actor
Dax Shepard, and their
two daughters, finding ways to help the
planet survive and thrive for generations
to come.

Which core beliefs catalyze
your passion for consciously
stewarding the environment?
I wholeheartedly believe: Every problem has a solution. We are all global
citizens. Kindness is always in fashion.
We have to laugh at ourselves. There is
strength in forgiveness. Honesty without
tact is cruelty. No one can make me feel
inferior without my consent. Ultimately,
we are responsible for one another and
for the creatures and places around us.
 	 I felt good about caring for the
world around me before I had kids, but
now I also derive a ton of self-esteem
from being a good example for them.

How has celebrity supported
your role in speaking out on
behalf of your favorite causes?
We make great neighbors.
30
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I have the rare gift of a public platform,
which is amazing to me, since I felt so
small and unheard as a child. Social
media can be a megaphone, so I use it

to be a conduit to support causes I believe in.
People don’t have to listen… but when they do,
helpful things happen.
My approach is to
spotlight an issue while
also shedding light on
a solution. I particularly like talking about
childhood malnutrition and telling people
about ThisBarSavesLives
(ThisBarSavesLives.com),
which donates a life-saving nutritional
packet to a child in need every time we
buy this organic, gluten-free snack bar. I
love their motto, “We eat together.”
S. Bukley/Shutterstock.com

As a team we make it our
business to communicate and
be available for you during the
often stressful times of home
selling and buying.

What Earth-friendly actions do
you and your family embrace in
day-to-day living?
Our fun time revolves around being active outdoors. We love hiking as a family, walking a mile to dinner or biking
along the river. We often go exploring
and make up outdoor games such as:
How far can you jump? How far can I
throw this? and Let’s race! The kids like
to get dirty and my husband and I like to
breathe fresh air at the end of a workday.
We have a garden where the girls and I
are learning about growing and caring
for edible plants and how to cook what
we grow. Our thumbs aren’t very green
just yet but we are trying.

As PETA’s “Sexiest Vegetarian
Celebrities” of 2013, why are
you and Dax convinced that
healthy vibrancy doesn’t rely
on eating meat?
AwakeningCharlotte.com

I have been a vegetarian since I was 11.
I have never wanted to eat meat, even
before I knew the positive environmental effects of a vegetarian diet. People
need to be conscious of what they are
eating. Most edible supermarket items
aren’t real food. I like knowing where
my meal comes from and who handles
it. It makes both my mind and body
feel better.

How did the animated film
Frozen enable you to reach
a larger young audience than
ever before?
My goal with the character Anna was
to play an imperfect princess, giving
voice to the heroine I had been searching for when I was young: Someone
who was awkward, clumsy, optimistic,
too talkative, caring and didn’t have
perfect posture. I wanted girls that feel
like they don’t always fit in to have a
fearless heroine to identify with. I want
to be a real-life Anna, someone who
doesn’t apologize for her flaws and
stands up for herself and others because she’s strong.
Thanks to Frozen, I have been
invited to do more projects that reach
young people. I hope to extend my
voice as a trustworthy source supporting projects that can benefit them.

You are passionate about
the universal need for water
conservation. What steps has
your own family taken to be
water-conscious?
Living in California and dealing
with drought firsthand teaches about
water conservation by necessity.
We carefully consider how the food
we eat directly impacts water use;
we all understand that producing
meat and dairy is water intensive.
Replacing our lawn with AstroTurf cut
our household water bill dramatically.
We never run water from the tap
when we are brushing our teeth, and
always ‘let it mellow if it’s yellow’,
that is, flush selectively. We even
reuse the water used to sterilize baby
bottles to water houseplants.
Gerry Strauss is a freelance writer in
Hamilton, NJ. Connect at GerryStrauss@
aol.com.
November 2015
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Choosing the
Perfect
Pet
Not Just Any Dog or Cat Will Do
by Sandra Murphy

T

he old line, “He followed me home, can we keep
him?” used to get a kid a dog or cat of his own. In
today’s homes, it’s not that easy. Choosing a pet is a
personal choice not to be taken lightly nor made on another
person’s behalf. A surprise pet is a bad idea.
Rather than gift a pet during the holidays or at any other
time, give a coupon to be redeemed after extensive and careful consideration. Involve the whole family in listing pros and
cons, deal breakers and must-haves. Lifestyle adjustments by
everyone are to be expected, but pets shouldn’t make all the
sacrifices. Available time and space, daily routines and costs
all matter in determining the perfect pet.

Temperament

Account Coordinator for z11 Communications, public speaker
and author Michael Holtz, of Knoxville, Tennessee, admits
he would’ve fallen in love with any dog. His wife, Sarah,
searched to find the one that would work best for them. Based
on past experience, Sarah knew that she didn’t want a herding,
massive, shedding or miniature pet. She was drawn to Labrador types and found Marley, a golden/basset mix rescue that
moved in as Michael was undergoing cancer treatment.
“She’s calm, playful and wants to be near, but doesn’t
smother, is stubborn, yet trainable, and mostly obedient,”
Sarah says. “Plus, she’s content to nap or go on three-mile
walks. Walking Marley helped Michael’s recovery after surgery. She was good with just sniffing the green off of a blade
of grass until he was ready to head home.”

Size

Small dogs and those that need extensive grooming were on
Melinda Carver’s no-adopt list. “I read books, visited web32
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sites, shelters, adopt-a-thons and rescue groups,” she says.
“As a single person with a full-time job, I wanted a dog that
would fit with my work, volunteer and exercise schedules.”
Riley, a bloodhound/Lab mix, fit the bill.
Shelter workers can project how large a dog will get when
fully grown, as well as their temperament and other breed traits.
Carver was cautioned that Riley was an active animal, needed
long walks and would ultimately top 100 pounds. Now age 11,
he’s a companionable 135 pounds. “I was surprised at how easy
it was to change my routine to accommodate playtime, milelong walks and training. He’s laid back and gentle for his size,”
comments Carver, a blog talk radio show host in Parma, Ohio.
Danielle Nay, an expat from the UK, researched for two
years before choosing Freeway, her neighbor-friendly löwchen. He’s a mid-size dog, big enough to be a manly companion, but the right size for a high-rise apartment. “When
his humans are busy, Freeway flings his own ball down the
hall and then runs after it,” she says.

Not Quite Perfect

The perfect pet doesn’t have to be perfect in looks or health.
Dorie Herman, of Jersey City, New Jersey, a graphic designer for
Martha Stewart Living, in New York City, is the human behind
Chloe Kardoggian, a Chihuahua and puppy mill rescue, age
11, which she describes as “three pounds, two teeth, one giant
tongue and an Instagram sensation.” Due to poor nutrition, mill
dogs often lose their teeth as young adults, causing their tongues
to hang out. She advocates for older dogs and an adopt/don’t
buy policy. “With senior animals, you know what you’re getting.
They have personality,” says Herman. “With my work schedule,
I wanted an older pet, small and piddle-pad trained.”

Take Two

Herbert Palmer, of Morris Plains, New Jersey, now with Green the
Grid Group, worked for a moving company when three kittens
showed up near the loading dock. A co-worker took one. Not
in the market for a cat, much less two, Palmer tried to find them
good, safe homes. After five days, he realized, Lucky and Day had
a home—with him. “Sometimes we adopt them. Many times they
adopt us,” he confides. Falling in love doesn’t depend solely on
what looks good on paper. Everyone deserves to find their “heart”
pet—when that first exchanged look proclaims, “He’s mine.”
Connect with Sandra Murphy at StLouisFreelanceWriter@
mindspring.com.

More Factors to Consider
n A yard isn’t a must, but dogs need regular exercise and
socialization.
n Adult children boomerang home after college or a divorce,
often with pets. A new baby also alters a home’s equilibrium.
Many hours away due to work, school activities, elder care
and/or volunteering can lead to a bored pet that will produce
its own entertainment, often to the family’s dismay.
n Some pets are easily washable, while others need professional grooming. Daily brushing minimizes shedding.
n A yearly wellness exam, required inoculations, a microchip
and pet insurance add to the tab.

Atrium

Animal Hospital
Integrated Animal Health

704-542-2000

www.atriumanimalhospital.com
6520 McMahon Drive
Charlotte, NC 28226
Hwy 51 & Carmel Rd

Kim Hombs, DVM, CVH, CVA
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2
Guided Shamanic Meditation with Robbie Warren - $30. We will focus on the manifestation and
creation of opportunities in your life. Please bring
an item to place on the altar and a pillow on which
to sit comfortably on the floor. 7-8:30pm. 1912
Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3
Group Remote Sunpoint Sessions with Janet
Sussman - 8:30-10pm. $35/session. Join us as we
participate in this powerful spiritual healing process
together via teleconference. Also offered Nov 10.
RSVP to receive codes. Janet_Sussman@att.net.
980-236-7026. TimePortalPubs.com

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4
Wellness Wednesday at Elemental Healing
Charlotte - 12:15-1:15pm. Free. Brown bag your
lunch and join us for enlightening talks with a
variety of holistic practitioners every other week.
Demos, prizes & discounts! Register: 908-4071000 or events@ElementalHealingCharlotte.com.
ElementalHealingCharlotte.com

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Meditation on Chakras - 6-7:30pm. Free. Learn
to eliminate stress with breathing techniques and
meditation. Also learn Principles of Healthy Living,
Effortless Meditation and other tools to chart a new
course for your life. Hosted by The Art of Living
Charlotte. Healthy Home Market, 1318-A0 Central
Ave. HealthyHomeMkt.com

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7
Certified Reiki Level I - 9am-6:30pm. $175.
Beginners learn about Reiki, how it heals, Reiki
ideals, hand placement system, Japanese techniques.
Lecture and hands on practice. Includes initiation,
ICRT manual, certificate, ongoing support. 51 Union
St S, Ste 202, Concord. Register: AReikiPlace.com
Roll with It! Foam Rolling Workshop with Hal
Smith - 9:30-11am. Free. Have you felt like your body
has gotten tighter, less flexible and less energetic? Then
what could help is to release tight spots through what is
known as trigger-point therapy. 1912 Commonwealth
Ave. OkraCharlotte.com
Taste of the Holidays - 1-4pm. $1 (all proceeds
support local charities). Fresh ideas for your holiday
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menus using in season produce and local items. Vegetarian, vegan and traditional options so everyone
can celebrate! Healthy Home Markets - 261 Griffith
St, Davidson and 1318 Central Ave, Charlotte.
HealthyHomeMkt.com

the heart and the breadth of the cosmos. Join an
intrepid group of spiritual voyagers as we cross
the thresholds of space, time and divine love.
Also offered Nov 23. Janet_Sussman@att.net,
980-236-7026 or TimePortalPubs.com

Spark Your Inner Wellness - 1-4pm. $65. This
workshop combines touch drawing, somatic movement, musicality, depth psychology and energy
medicine for deep listening and intuitive guidance.
5200 Park Rd, Creative Arts Studio. Register:
704-737-7669. Wendy@sparkinnerwellness.com.
SparkInnerWellness.com

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10

Soulo Entrepreneur Workshop - 1:30-4:30pm.
$45 (sliding scale avail). This workshop will empower and inspire you to start to grow your business
by using purpose and passion to get to profitability.
Facilitated by Dr. Jeannie Fennell, 15 year owner
of Lifeworks. 401 Arrowood Rd. 704-342-1144.
Jeannie@JeannieFennell.com

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8
Certified Reiki Level II - 9am-6:30pm. $175.
Learn Reiki Power, Harmony and Distance symbols and uses, distant treatments, Japanese Reiki
techniques. Includes attunement, ICRT manual &
certificate, lecture, hands on practice, ongoing support. 51 Union St S, Ste 202, Concord. Register:
AReikiPlace.com
Sense and Sense-Ability - 12:30-2pm. Love offering. A gentle and fun exploration of the fields
which make up the instrument of the soul, what
is called our personality body. Experience an expanded awareness of variations in subtle energy
with facilitator, Barbara Rulf. 401 E Arrowood Rd.
704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9
Reiki I Training - 9:30am-4:30pm. $125 ($50 deposit by 11/5). Certificate, attunement, practice time
and Reiki, The Healing Touch: Reiki 1 & 2 manual
included. 5200 Park Rd, Community Room. Register:
412-422-8447. KitsyC@hotmail.com. RevKeh.com
Mindful Health Workshop - 6:30-8:30pm. $25.
Leave stress at the door and join us to rediscover
peace. 2nd part Wednesday, Nov 11, 6:30-8:30pm.
CPCC Levine Campus, Matthews. Register 704330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/personal-enrichment
Pearl Divers: Interdimensional Travel Group
- 7:30pm. Bi-weekly exploration into the depth of

Reiki Share Circle - 7pm. $10 donation. Reiki and
energy work practitioners of all kinds welcome.
Come to give, receive and explore together. 15
minute mini sessions, tables provided. Great for
all experience levels. Please RSVP. Reiki cat on
site. Also offered Nov 24. Facilitated by Eileen
Gabellini RMT. 2920 Richard St-park side of bldg.
980-239-4529.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11
Holistic Health Network Meeting - 6:45pm. Free.
Mark Guerriero, DC, speaks on Active Release
Technique (ART), a specific, patented, soft tissue
system/movement, based on manual techniques that
treats problems with muscles, tendons, ligaments,
fascia and nerves. St. Gabriel’s Health Ministry
Center, 3016 Providence Rd. Details: 704-575-1153

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13
Myofascia Workshop with Jeffrey Shoaf - 5:309:30pm Friday, 9am-6pm Saturday, Sunday. $250.
This 20-hr CEU module will explore anatomy,
physiology, and function of connective tissue to our
physical, emotional, energetic self and applying this
knowledge experientially into a yoga practice. 1912
Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com
An Evening with Sobonfu Somé - 7-9pm. $10-20
donation. Renowned teacher and mentor Sobonfu
Somé is one of the foremost voices of African
Spirituality. Jubilee!, 46 Wall St, Asheville. SchoolofIntegratedLiving.org

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14
Animal Reiki Basics - 9am-12pm. $69. No prior
Reiki experience needed. Learn to share Reiki with
animals to support their healing, improve performance and deepen soul connections. Includes Reiki
Level I attunement, lecture, demonstrations and
manual. 5200 Park Rd, Bldg 1, Ste 200C. Register:
AReikiPlace.com
Grief Ritual with Sobonfu Somé - 9am-5pm
Saturday, 9am-2pm Sunday. $170-250 sliding
scale. This is a transformational, soul invigorating
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ceremony designed to break through cultural barriers of grief. Registration required. Arden, NC.
SchoolofIntegratedLiving.org
Sunpoint™ Practicum with Janet Sussman,
Founding Teacher - 9am-5pm. $100. Enjoy another
powerful, relaxing and education day of learning this
practical, easy and affordable process of spiritual
rejuvenation. Focus: the subtler points in working
energetically with others. More info: 980-236-7026
or Janet_Sussman@att.net. TimePortalPubs.com
SoulCollage - 1:30-4:30pm. $45 (includes all
supplies). A creative and lighthearted collage
process with Margaret Wyche that allows one
to explore their life, inner wisdom and intuition.
Elemental Healing Creative Arts Studio. Register: 704-807-3635 or mwyche@carolina.rr.com.
ElementalHealingCharlotte.com

CROWN-Charlotte Reconnecting Ourselves
with Nature - 7pm. Free. Hear the latest on Charlotte’s canker worms from Patrick George, owner
of Heartwood Tree Service. McClintock Middle
School, 1925 Rama Rd. CrownCharlotte.org

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20
Certified Advanced Reiki Training - 9am6pm. $250. Receive attunement and Reiki master
symbol. Learn Aura Clearing to remove energy
blocks, meditation to strengthen your mind, using
crystals with Reiki, advanced techniques. Includes
hands-on practice, manual, certificate and ongoing support. 5200 Park Rd, Suite 231. Register:
AReikiPlace.com

volunteer opportunities. 5200 Park Rd, Ste 231.
Register: AReikiPlace.com
SoulCollage, The Companion Suit - 9:30am-4pm.
$95/class. The Companion Suit holds the animal
totems, or power animals that correspond with the
7 major chakras or energy centers. We will be using
guided imagery and meditation. Creative Arts Studio.
Register: 704-807-3635. MWyche@carolina.rr.com.
ElementalHealingCharlotte.com
Evening of Transformational Music with
Janet Sussman - 8pm. Love offering. Piano,
synthesizer and voice offers a unique journey
into the deepest regions of our spiritual body
and psyche and can elicit healing at very deep
levels. Janet_Sussman@att.net, 980-236-7026
or TimePortalPubs.com

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18

Plan ahead

Sierra Club Central Piedmont Chapter Meeting
- 6:30pm pizza, 7pm meeting. Announcements,
information on a variety of environmental issues.
Check website for program details. Free and open
to the public. Mahlon Adams Pavilion at Freedom
Park. SierraClub.centpiedpublicity@gmail.com.
CharlotteSierraClub.org
Tashi Kyil Tibetan Monks from Labrang
Tashikyil Refugee Monastery in India - 7pm.
Free (Dana-donations for the monks are deeply
appreciated). Learn about the lives of the monks,
two of whom escaped from Tibet, and hear chants,
a Dharma talk, and meditation from the Tibetan
tradition. 3900 Park Rd. IMCCharlotte.org

Saturday, December 5 - Good Vibration - 2:304pm. $20. Karen Head Ulm presents an afternoon
meditation with singing bowls and gongs. Experience relaxation and transformation as the bowls and
gongs allow you to reach a deeper & higher level of
consciousness. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062.
UnityofCharlotte.org
Meet the Monks - 10am-12pm. Donations appreciated. Tashi Kyil Tibetan Monks from Labrang
Tashikyil Refugee Monastery in India. Learn
chants and meditations from the Tibetan tradition,
hear a dharma talk on the Four Noble Truths, and
become informed on their lives as monks, two of
whom escaped from Tibet. 401 E Arrowood Rd.
704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org
Candlelight Yoga: Honor the Darkness,
Celebrate the Light with Brooke Carlson
- 7-8:30pm. Friday, November 20th - 7:00pm –
8:30pm. $20. This 90-minute practice will begin
with yin yoga, transition into yang yoga, and
conclude with Yoga Nidra (guided meditation).
1912 Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19
Raw Vegan Cuisine with Chef Ami-El - 6pm.
$20. Learn about the raw lifestyle, learn tips for easy
food preparation and sample delicious dishes made
with in-season ingredients. Healthy Home Market,
1318-A0 Central Ave. HealthyHomeMkt.com

Sunday, December 6 - Drum Birthing Workshop - 10am-5pm. Drumming connects us to the
heartbeat of Mother Earth and to the pulse of the
universe. Learn about the history of drums and
drumming throughout the world and how drumming can enhance your spiritual practice. After this
full day of learning and ceremonial drum building,
you will take home your very own medicine drum.
Cost depends on drum size/hide chosen. Materials
deposit due 11/16. Kindred Spirits, Winston Salem. Details/Register: Jamie@EarthenMoon.com.
EarthenMoon.com
Sunday, December 13 - Putting it Together in
the Heart of Spirit - 12:30-2pm. Love Offering.
Higher Dimensions of Alignment workshop with
Science of the Soul certified teacher, healer &
activist, Barbara Rulf. 401 E Arrowood Rd, 704523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org

Certified Usui/Holy Fire Reiki Master - 9am6pm, Saturday & Sunday. $500. Lecture, demonstration and hands-on practice. Receive ignitions
and Holy Fire master symbol. Learn and practice
giving attunements, Spirit release, teaching
classes, Master Values and more. Includes ICRT
manual, certificate, ongoing teacher support and
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ongoingevents
sunday
Unity of Charlotte Sunday Celebration Service
- 10:30am. Spirit-led and Heart-driven describes
this welcoming spiritual community that offers
spiritual enrichment classes throughout the week
and a vibrant Sunday Celebration Service with terrific music and inspiring messages. Youth Program
ages 4+ avail. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062.
UnityofCharlotte.org.
Unity Center for Spiritual Living Sunday Service
- 10:30am. Led by spiritual leader, Rev Rebecca
Nagy. A non-denominational spiritual community,
grounded in the universal truth teachings of new
thought and ageless wisdom. 7300 Mallard Creek
Rd. 704-599-1180. UCFSL@att.net. UCFSL.org
Unity Church of Lake Norman Spiritual Center
Sunday Service - 11am (Adult class 9:30am).
Love offering. Looking for solutions to life’s challenges? Believing there must be a better way? At
Unity we don’t do dogma. Rather we offer “New
Thought” and invite you to take what works and
leave the rest. Warehouse Performing Arts Center,
9216 Westmoreland Rd, Cornelius. 704-267-5498.
UnityLakeNorman.org
Prenatal Yoga - 1:45-3pm. $18 drop-in, $75
5-class pass, $125 10-classes. A gentle, safe and
supportive class in which the classic yoga postures are modified for the changing needs of the
expectant mother. Focus is on developing strength,
flexibility, proper breathing and an inner peace in
preparation for birth and motherhood. Also offered
Wednesdays at 5:45pm. 1912 Commonwealth Ave.
OkraCharlotte.com

monday
Bootcamp Interval Workout - 6:30-7:30am. $5/
class. Start your day off right! No equipment, just
your own bodyweight to get you in shape, improve
energy, and increase muscle. Also offered every
Wednesday & Friday. Elemental Healing. Register:
504-296-2296. KMelerine@msn.com
Monday Morning Meditation - 9-9:50am. $5.
Beginner or advanced in the art of meditation. This
period of stillness may be just what you need to start
each week with a happy sigh. 219621 West Catawba
Ave, Cornelius. 704-896-3111. KentCookInstitute.com
Intuitive Development/Mental Mediumship
for Beginners - 10:30am-12pm & 6:30-8pm.
$20. Curious about intuitive development? Interested in learning the power of working with your
spirit guides? This class is a great place to start.
19621 W Catawba Ave, Cornelius. 704-896-3111.
KentCookInstitute.com
Sympathy Flowers - 6-9pm, Nov 2-Dec 7. $130.
Learn how to create sympathy flowers and funeral
arrangements. CPCC Levine Campus, Matthews.
Register 704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/personalenrichment
Therapeutic Yoga for Deep Relaxation -6:30pm.
Breathing techniques, gentle poses and meditation
to peacefully bring you into the present moment. All
levels, beginners welcome. Integra Wellness, 1040
Edgewater Corporate Parkway, Indian Land, SC.
704-277-3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Oneness Blessing - 7pm. Love offering. 1st and
3rd Mon. Non-denominational experience that
transfers physical energy, awakening our connection with the oneness in everything, allowing each
of us to deepen our relationship with others and
our creator. 401 E. Arrowood Road. 704-523-0062,
UnityOfCharlotte.org.

tuesday
Gentle Restorative Yoga - 9:30-11am. Release
muscular and mental tension with flowing poses and
breath, as well as restorative postures using props
for deep joint opening. HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Weekly Daytime Meditation - 12-1pm. Donation.
Brief instruction period, 30 minute silent meditation,
short Q&A. Park Rd Baptist Church, Milford Chapel, 3900 Park Rd. 704-995-4860. IMCCharlotte.org
Guided Meditation with John W Love, Jr. 6-6:45pm. $10 first time, $20 drop in, $75 5 class
pass. Whether your goal is to sit with the Self at its
most divine or to wade in the rivers of perpetual
miracle, recognizing that what is created in the
subconscious is manifested in your waking life,
Love guides you to skillfully and intentionally see,
hear, taste, feel, smell and live in the nectar of your
visions. 1912 Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com
Guided Meditation with Joy - 6:30pm. $10.
Partake in a healing of the mind, body and spirit
as we journey to the City of White. No meditation experience necessary, just an open heart and
desire to relax and rejuvenate the body and soul.
155 Joe V Knox Rd, Mooresville. 704-662-0946.
AhlaraInternational.com

Rekindle the
Spirit of Your Life
Watch it Light Up the Season
Advertise in our special

December Prayer
and Meditation Issue
To advertise or participate in our
next issue, call 704-499-3327
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The Dynamic Laws of Prosperity - 7-8:30pm.
Love offering. The world’s first and best prosperity
course. You can have everything and anything if you
know the power that is within you and dare to use it.
This course teaches you how to access and release
this power. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062.
UnityofCharlotte.org

wednesday
The School of Spirituality with David Hulse
- 10:30am-12pm. Love Donation. This is an ongoing class with discussion on spiritual topics
relevant to our changing world and search for
deeper meaning. Current topic: Quantum Jumping.
All welcome. 704-523-0062. 401 E Arrowood Rd.
UnityofCharlotte.org
P.E. Calvert Guided Meditation & Automatic
Writing - 10:30am-12pm & 6:30-8pm, Nov 4, 11,
18, 25. $20. This class will align your intuition,
Spirit Guides and Source! Become empowered
exploring consciousness. 19621 W Catawba Ave,
Cornelius. 704-896-3111. KentCookInstitute.com
Publish and Sell Your E-Books - Online Nov 11Jan 1. $140. Learn to use free tools to turn your
manuscript into a professionally published e-book.
Online class-access classes anytime. Register
704-330-4223. CPCC.edu/cce/personal-enrichment
Reiki Level I Training - 6-9pm, Nov 4, 11, 18. $180.
Traditional Usui Method. Receive: Four first degree
Reiki attunements; history and organs; grounding/
centering protection; hand positions; chakras and
endocrine systems; manual; hands on practice;
and certificate. 19621 W Catawba Ave, Cornelius.
704-896-3111. KentCookInstitute.com
Therapeutic Yoga for Deep Relaxation - 6:30pm.
Breathing techniques, gentle poses and meditation
to peacefully bring you into the present moment.
All levels, beginners welcome. All levels, beginners welcome. Integra Wellness, 1040 Edgewater
Corporate Parkway, Indian Land, SC. 704-277-3887
or HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Weekly Wednesday Meditation - 7-9pm. Donation.
Practice instructions for those new to meditation
at 7pm. Silent mindfulness meditation at 7:30pm,
followed by dharma talk and discussion. Park Rd
Baptist Church, Milford Chapel, 3900 Park Rd.
IMCCharlotte.org

Explore and expand the depth of your own skills
and gifts, journey into another realm, working with
your Guides. Mediumship practiced. 19621 West
Catawba Ave, Cornelius. KentCookInstitute.com
Kundalini Yoga - 6:30-8pm. $15. A physical and
meditative discipline that combines postures (asanas) , breath (pranayama), and the chanting of mantras. 1912 Commonwealth Ave. OkraCharlotte.com
Meditation for Peace Assembly - 7pm. Love offering. A group meditation for peace in ourselves and in
our world. Two 20 minute sessions of silent meditation with a short intermission. 401 E Arrowood Rd.
704-523-0062. UnityofCharlotte.org
Satsang with Shusara - 7pm. $20 suggested donation. Remembering how to live from your heart.
5200 Park Rd, Bldg 1, Ste 200B. 980-272-7211.
Kumara.Center
Reiki Gathering - 7pm. 1st & 3rd Thursdays. Love
Offering. A safe haven and community for likeminded Light Workers, attuned to Reiki. A Reiki
blessing is available afterwards. Facilitated by Reiki
Master Sandra Mettlach, LPN. 401 E. Arrowood Rd.
704-523-0062, UnityofCharlotte.org.
Dharana Meditation with Sati - 7pm. $10. Learn
to relinquish stress, clear the mind, relax the
body, make better decisions, heal anxiety/become
calm. Sati has practiced & taught meditation for
almost 30 years and yoga for over 15 years. 155
Joe V Knox Ave, Mooresville. 704-662-0946.
AhlaraInternational.com

saturday
Integrative Yoga for Deep Relaxation– 8:30 &
10:15am. Breathing techniques, gentle poses. aromatherapy, massage and meditation to peacefully
bring you into the present moment. 704-277-3887
or HarmonyYogaNC.com.
Reiki Clinic - 11am-2pm. $10 for 20 minute mini
sessions. Great for acute or chronic issues. Minisessions are an inexpensive way to explore Reiki.
10% Veteran discount. Call to make appointment.
Reiki cat on site. 2920 Richard St. 980-239-4529

thursday
A Course in Miracles - 9:30am. Freewill offering.
A transformative ongoing study group open to all.
Where philosophy, psychology, and religion end, A
Course in Miracles begins. 401 E. Arrowood Road.
704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.
Intuitive Development/Mental Mediumship 10:30am-12pm & 6:30-8pm. Nov 5, 12, 19. $20.
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communityresourceguide
Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in
our community. To find out how you can be included in the Community
Resource Guide email Advertise@AwakeningCharlotte.com to request our
media kit.

ACUPUNCTURE
GREEN CROSS ACUPUNCTURE
Dr Eddie Choi, LAc, OMD
6404 Carmel Rd, Ste 202,
Charlotte, 704-540-6900
GCAcupuncture.com

Offering Acupuncture, Chinese
Herbal Medicine, Japanese style
needle skills and alternative health
services to provide the highest
standard of health enhancement.
See ad, page 4.

EMPOWER LIFE CENTER

ALLERGY
Dr A I Cushing, DCD, Ch, CNC, FSAC
1341 E Morehead St, Ste 102
704-776-4185
HolisticDoc.com

Dr. Cushing will help you get to
the root causes of your Eczema &
Psoriasis with specialized holistic
testing. 37 years of clinical
experience. Easy, non-drug
treatment. See ad, page 10.

Wi t h 2 4 y e a r s o f c l i n i c a l
and teaching experience in
acupuncture and Chinese
medicine, Camilo’s expertise is
to identify the root cause of your
health concerns. Specializing in
the treatment of pain conditions,
women’s health, digestive
disorders, sports injuries, stress
and chronic diseases. Camilo also teaches authentic
Chen Tai Chi, QiGong and Taoist yoga.

Education/support on food and lifestyle from a wholistic
system of medicine that uses a constitutional model
individualized for each person’s elemental makeup. Workshops and consultations help to enhance
digestion, promote detoxification, reduce stress and
increase the connection between the mind and the
body. See ad, page 19.

Charlotte‘s only Community
Acupuncture Clinic, providing
affordable Community &
Comprehensive Acupuncture
services, Customized Chinese
Herbal Formulas, Oriental
Nutrition Therapy and Tui Na
Chinese Medical Massage. See ad, page 7.

WANG’S ACUPUNCTURE &
HERBAL CLINIC

Dr’s Jeffrey Wang & Mary Ren, DOM, LAc
704-968-0351
BallantyneAcupuncture.com
Acupuncture & herbal experts and
professors from China with 31
years clinical experience now
serving Rock Hill, South Carolina
and Charlotte.
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Aleesha K Ashlie
704-995-5337
AAshlie@Windstream.net
DetoxesYou.com
Optimize health & recovery! Cleanse every cell
in your body. Experience more energy, boosted
immune system, quicker recovery from allergies,
athletics, illness, surgery, and more. See ad, page 11.

DOULA
GENTLE STRENGTH
DOULA SERVICE

Nancy Hudson, CLD
Nancitarene@gmail.com
704-579-5308
Serving with experience,
encouragement and therapeutic
touch. Helping women physically,
emotionally and informationally
during pregnancy, birth and
postpartum. Testimonials: facebook/
GentleStrengthDoulaService.

AYURVEDA
AYURVEDIC HEALTH COUNSELOR

Paula Kearney and David Bonilla
1318-A3 Central Ave, Plaza Midwood
704-770-1318
TwoTreesAcupuncture.com

DETOX YOU

HOLISTIC DOCTOR OF CHARLOTTE

Camilo Sanchez, LAc, MOM, MQG
704-542-8088
EmpowerLifeCenter.com

TWO TREES ACUPUNCTURE

DETOXIFICATION

Lisa Moore
704-277-3887
HarmonyYogaNC.com

COLONICS
CHARLOTTE COLON
HYDROTHERAPY

Paul & Catherine Simard
942 W Hill St, Charlotte NC 28208
CharlotteColonHydrotherapy.com
704-858-4802
Get Healthy with Colonics!
Begin your journey to wellness
in a safe, clean and professional
environment. Since 1994.
Certified and member of I-ACT.
Uptown Charlotte.

HC WELLNESS CENTER & SPA
717 N New Hope road
Gastonia, NC 28054
704-823-1577

EDUCATION
CPCC CORPORATE AND
CONTINUING EDUCATION
704-330-4223
cpcc.edu/cce

Invest in yourself.
Explore new topics or
refresh skills. Personal
enrichment offerings
include fitness, creative
and performing arts, recreation, wellness, home and
garden and more. See ad, page 4.

ENERGY HEALING
BIJA TREE

A School for Higher Learning
Learn, Heal, Grow
Connie Williams MEd
BijaTree@gmail.com
850-380-0561
Master Your Energy! Master
Your Life! Do you feel drained
of time, energy and money?
Learn skills and tools to be more
efficient and abundant in your
work and life. Call to register
for our next seminar or private
consultation session. See ad, page 31.

We offer both traditional and
alternative therapies to assist
clients in acheiing optimal
health, wellness and balance.
HCWellnessCenterandSpa.com.

AwakeningCharlotte.com
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FITNESS
THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
Hwy 160, Charlotte NC
704-504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and
Meditation. Traditional and
authentic classes 7 days a week.
Ta k e c o n t r o l o f y o u r
fitness, stress reduction, healing
and self-defense. Programs for
kids aged 3 and up through
senior citizens. See ad, page 9.

HERBALIST
CAROLINAS NATURAL
HEALTH CENTER

Dr Dave Hamilton, ND
1114 Sam Newell Rd, Ste A
Matthews, NC 28105
704-708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com
Specializing in botanical medicine,
family medicine, pain
management, and clinical
nutrition. Dr. Dave uses these
modalities to best individualize
patient care. Call for your free
consultation. See ad, page 9.

FUEL TECHNOLOGY
ECO-ENGINEERED PRODUCTS
Curtis McCoy
xgopportunity.com/bxtreme7
704-449-8830

Reach Your
Target Market
Secure this ad spot!
Contact us for special
one-time ad rates.

available.

Vitamins for your car! Xtreme
Green, the leader in
environmentally friendly
lubrication and fuel technology.
Boost power and performance.
Reduce harmful emissions
Improve MPG. Distributorship

GIFT SHOPS
FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP

Marie Hadden
2621 Weddington Rd
704-291-9393
Free Spirit Gift Shop on Facebook
Come experience all the peace
and joy a spiritual shop can
offer. We offer a wide variety
of items for your enjoyment.
Now offering Shamanic
Readings and Shamanic
Journeys. See ad, page 31.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
JULIANA CREATIVE DESIGN
Juliana Lievano
980-322-8881
JulianaCreativedesign.com

Obsessed with color, design,
texture, and music. Originally from
Bogota, Colombia, graduated with
a AA on Advertising and Graphic
Design in Charlotte, NC. 8 years
of experience doing print designs,
mostly magazine layouts, logos,
packaging design and websites.
See ad, page 43.
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HOLISTIC CENTER
AHLARA INTERNATIONAL

155 Joe V Knox Ave, Mooresville
704-662-0946
AhlaraInternational.com
Ahlara International is Lake
Norman’s premier spa,
boutique, and Center for
Yoga and Pilates. The
holistic environment offers
highly qualified and
dedicated practitioners, healers, teachers and
lecturers. See ad, page 23.

HYPNOTHERAPY
TRANSPERSONAL POWER, LLC
Linda M Thunberg, MHt
19900 S Main St, Ste 5, Cornelius
Elemental Healing – 5200 Park Rd.
TranspersonalPower.com
704-237-3561

Transpersonal Hypnotherapy
allows you to go beyond the ego,
bringing Spirit into your therapeutic
session. Group or individual
sessions with Linda Thunberg,
Certified Master Transpersonal
Hypnotherapist. Weight Loss,
Stress, Relationship Issues, Self
Esteem, Self Image, Soul Advancement, Regressions,
Life Progressions. See ad, page 35.

LYMPHATIC CLEANSE
JENNIFER DILLON, DC, CCN
447 S Sharon Amity, Ste 110
704-333-9991
DillonNaturalHealth.com

The Light Beam Generator is a
non-invasive oxygen based
detoxification system helping to
restore function and assist the
lymphatic system. When this
circulatory system is congested,
the whole system becomes toxic
causing chronic inflammation as
well as many other issues. See ad, page 28.
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MARTIAL ARTS
THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd,
Hwy 160, Charlotte, NC
704-504-8866, ThePeacefulDragon.com
Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and
Meditation. Traditional and
authentic classes 7 days a week.
Take control of your fitness,
stress reduction, healing and
self-defense. Programs for kids
aged 3 and up, through senior
citizens. See ad, page 9.

PSYCHIC

CHARLOTTE REFLEXOLOGY

ED CARLTON

Tarot, Medium, Clairvoyant, Aura
Charlotte Area
843-437-7028
Intuitive Tarot reader and
Psychic Medium. Readings inperson, call for appointment.
Contact past loved ones, spirit
guides or just receive answers.

Dr Michael Smith, ND
Dr Dave Hamilton, ND
1114 Sam Newell Rd, Ste A
Matthews, NC 28105
704-708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com
Diabetes, Depression,
Digestive Disorders,
Anxiety ADHD.
C h a r l o t t e ’s o n l y
doctors specializing in
homeopathy. We focus on treating YOU to uncover
the cause of your health condition and empower you
to better health! Call for your free consultation. See
ad, page 9.

DR. DAVE HAMILTON, ND
1114 Sam Newell Rd, Ste A
Matthews, NC 28105
704-708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Diabetes, Depression, Digestive
Disorders, Anxiety ADHD.
C h a r l o t t e ’s o n l y d o c t o r s
specializing in homeopathy. We
focus on treating YOU to uncover
the cause of your health condition
and empower you to better health!
Call for your free consultation. See
ad, page 9.

CHERIE MINETTE, ND, MPH
Naturopathic Health
218 E Tremont Ave, Ste B
704-414-0380
DrMinette.com

Are your medications making you
sick? Dr. Chérie Minette uses
natural therapies to treat a wide
range of health concerns,
including: allergies, depression,
anxiety, reflux, menopause,
irritable bowel, acne, sinusitis,
attention disorder, yeast infections,
and much more. Safe and effective treatments,
without side effects. See ad, page 25.

5200 Park Rd, Ste 111
Yadi Alamin
704-993-8321, jiyad7@gmail.com
CharlotteReflexology.com

Specialty Services:
Korean Hand Therapy,
Foot Reflexology,
Dien Chan Facial
Reflexology, Tui Na
Massage: Whole Body, Japanese Style Meridian
Therapy & Detox Cupping Therapy.

FACIAL REFLEXOLOGY

NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN
CAROLINAS NATURAL
HEALTH CENTER

REFLEXOLOGY

SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC MEDIUM
Heidi E Kent
423-300-8618
HeidisReadings.com

Heidi E. Kent, co-director of the
Nook Cornelius, is a certified
psychic medium, spiritual
communicator, numerologist,
palmist, relationship counselor
and metaphysical teacher. Heidi
also conducts spiritual weddings.
See ad, page 24.

REIKI
A REIKI LIFE TREATMENT &
TRAINING CENTER
5200 Park Rd, Ste 105
Charlotte, NC 28209
704-996-4079
AReikiLife.com

Offering Reiki treatment for
adults, children and animals;
comprehensive Reiki educational
programs; and NCBTMB
continuing education. Nancy
Bunt, founder & director, has over
19 years of experience with Reiki
in both clinical settings and private
practice; as well as an extensive
background in mind-body wellness. See ad, page 27.

A REIKI PLACE
INTEGRATIVE WELLNESS
51 Union St S, Ste 202
Concord, NC 28025
704-654-7070
AReikiPlace.com

Licensed Reiki Master Teacher
with the International Center for
Reiki Training (ICRT) offers
certified Reiki training for all
levels and CE hours. BryceGoebel
helps you live an authentic,
balanced life through Intuitive
Coaching, Empowerment
programs, and Treatments for
Adults, Children or Animals. See ad, page 21.

5200 Park Rd, Ste 111
Joi Abraham, 314-761-6166
CharlotteReflexology.com

Look younger without drugs,
chemicals or injections! Facial
Reflexology is the natural way to
give the skin a lift. $75 for a 30min session.

SHAMANISM
ROBBIE WARREN,
OTTER WOMAN STANDING

Spiritual Guide and Ceremonialist
704-904-4953
Robbie@OtterDance.com
Guidance, Ceremonies and
healing steeped in traditions
of ancient Shamanism.
Working with Spirit Guides
and Ancestors, Robbie
brings clarity and perspective
to situations that create
confusion and dis-ease.

SPIRITUAL CENTER
UNITY OF CHARLOTTE

Senior Minister, Rev Nancy Ennis
401 E Arrowood Rd
704-523-0062
UnityOfCharlotte.org
Unity features a vibrant, joyous
Sunday Celebration Service at
10:30am with terrific music,
inspiring messages and a warm,
welcoming spiritual community. Offering classes and
workshops throughout the week
with activities that support your health, wellness and
spiritual journey. Welcome Home! See ad, page 31.
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SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT
JANET SUSSMAN

Intuitive Consultation
980-236-7026
Janet_Sussman@att.net
TimePortalPubs.com
Founder of the Sunpoint™ method
of energy balancing & realignment,
transformational musician, &
author. Over 30 yrs experience
working with adults & children
focusing on life purpose,
creativity, personal relationships,
and the challenges of the spiritual
quest. Ongoing classes, workshops
& transformational music concerts. See ad, page 26.

TAI CHI/QIGONG
EMPOWER LIFE CENTER
Camilo Sanchez, LAc, MOM
704-542-8088
EmpowerLifeCenter.com

Learn authentic Chen Tai
Chi and Taoist Elixir Qigong
under the guidance of 20th
generation Master Instructor
Lao Shi, Camilo Sanchez, L.
Ac, MOM. Tai Chi has been
called the “Perfect exercise”
for mind/body wellness.
Promote fitness, improve health, relieve pain, boost
energy, reduce stress & learn self defense skills.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd, Hwy 160
704-504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com
Reduce stress, boost energy and
develop top physical and
spiritual well-being! Learn
authentic and traditional tai chi
and qigong at Charlotte’s #1
school for martial arts and
health arts. See ad page 9.

TAROT
TAROT WITH A TWIST

Karen Yoder
704-771-9571
Karen@TarotWithATwist.com
TarotWithATwist.com
Tarot and Crystal Reading, Energy
Work and Intuitive Business
Coaching either face-face or
distance. Private parties for all
readings, and workshops on
crystals and pendulums. See ad,
page 34.

TAROLOGIST

Gina Spriggs
704-846-0217
GinaSpriggs.Guru
Holistic Intuitive. Intuitive
Development Mentor. Business
Coach for Professional Intuitives.
Private Readings. Energy Work.

THERMOGRAPHY
JENNIFER DILLON, DC, CCN
447 S Sharon Amity, Ste 110
704-333-9991
DillonNaturalHealth.com

Thermography is a non-invasive
way to visualize the health of a
tissue. Identify inflammation in
breast tissue and other areas of the
body. Detect issues early to allow
time to make a change before
diagnosis occurs. See ad, page 28.

YOGA
HARMONY YOGA

Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher
704-277-3887
HarmonyYogaNC.com
Yoga sends a signal to every cell
of your body to relax, calming
racing thoughts and clarifying
your spirit. Small classes in a
quiet, nurturing space overlooking nature. Gentle poses and
breathwork for all levels.
Beginners always welcome. See
ad, page 19.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd, Hwy 160
Charlotte, NC
704-504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com
Authentic yoga for health, selfcultivation and enlightenment.
Using postures and methods
practiced for centuries in the
Shaolin and Taoist traditions of
China. See ad, page 9.

VETERINARIAN
ATRIUM ANIMAL HOSPITAL

Dr Kim Hombs, DVM, CVA, CVCH, CTui-Na
6520 McMahon Dr, 704-542-2000
AtriumAnimalHospital.com
The most comprehensive
Holistic/Integrative Animal
Medicine Practice in the
Charlotte region. Alternative
vaccine approaches, double
certified acupuncturist and
herbalist, offering cold and class
4 laser, TCM food therapy, Tui-na, Animal
Rehabilitation with underwater treadmill. See ad,
page 33.

CHARLOTTE NATURAL
ANIMAL CLINIC
JAMES SCHACHT, DVM

2123 E 7th St, 980-819-7402
CharlotteNaturalAnimal.com
Charlotte’s only animal clinic
devoted solely to natural, holistic
care for animals. With 25 years
experience, Dr. James Schacht,
DVM, offering wellness exams,
vaccination alternatives,
homeopathic treatment of chronic
illness and natural flea and tick
control. See ad, page 27.

Exercise should be regarded as tribute to the heart.
~Gene Tunney
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ENHANCING YOUR

BUSINESS WITH

CREATIVE
DESIGNS

w w w. J u l i a n a C r e a t i v e D e s i g n . c o m
Julianacreativedesign@gmail.com

November 2015
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